__________________________________________________________________
TOWN OF SIDNEY
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
Monday, May 25, 2020
Council Chambers
6:00 p.m.
All Council Meetings are being broadcast live via:
http://sidney.ca.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?publish_id=1
___________________________________________________________________

AGENDA
** Public Participation Period – pursuant to the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent Ministerial
Orders, Council meetings are closed to the public until further notice.
Public input for the Council Meeting will be accepted via email at admin@sidney.ca up until
12:00 noon on the day of the meeting. Please note in your email that it is intended for the Public
Participation Period, and it will be recorded and read aloud in the meeting.
Participation will also be provided electronically (via Zoom) during the Council meeting. Please
contact the Corporate Officer at 250-655-5402 or snelson@sidney.ca prior to 12:00 noon on the
day of the meeting to register as a speaker.
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

3.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

4.

A.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PERIOD (maximum 20 minutes)
(Written submissions, if any, to be read aloud)

B.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

C.

PRESENTATIONS
i.

5.

A.

BYLAWS
i.

B.
6.

Special Update - COVID-19
- verbal update from EOC Director/Fire Chief Brett Mikkelsen.

Bylaw No. 2196 - Zoning, Amendment No. 40
(To prohibit all short-term rentals in Sidney).
Report dated May 19, 2020.

DEVELOPMENT PERMITS & DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMITS

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
a.

Special Council Meeting - May 11, 2020

b.

Regular Council Meeting - May 11, 2020

c.

Special Council Meeting - May 14, 2020
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7.
8.
9.

BUSINESS NOT COMPLETED AT A PREVIOUS REGULAR MEETING
BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES (for information only)
PETITIONS & DELEGATIONS

10.

MAYOR’S REPORT

11.

COUNCILLORS’ REPORTS

12.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
a.

13.

14.

OCP Review Advisory Committee - May 14, 2020

STAFF REPORTS
a.

EOC Recovery Planning Update
Report dated May 21, 2020.

b.

EOC Recovery Planning - Pedestrian & Business Use of Public Space in
Downtown Core
Report dated May 21, 2020.

c.

ḰEL¸SET (Reay) Creek Pond Contamination Remediation & Dam Update
Report dated May 19, 2020.

d.

Funding Allocation for Canada Day Celebrations
Report dated May 13, 2020.

e.

2019 Year End Financial Results
Report dated May 19, 2020.

CORRESPONDENCE
a.

2020 Grant for the Folk’n Fiddle Festival
Email from Folk & Fiddle Festival Society, dated April 2, 2020.

b.

CRD Harbour Program Service & Open Moorage Management of
Brentwood Bay
Letter from District of Central Saanich, dated May 5, 2020.

15.

NEW BUSINESS

16.

CORRESPONDENCE FOR INFORMATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Letter from Municipality of North Cowichan, regarding reinstatement of financial
hardship property tax deferment program, dated May 4, 2020.
Email from M. Newsted, regarding support for Island Railway, dated May 4,
2020. Reply dated May 19, 2020.
Email from A. Dalton, regarding property taxes in Sidney, dated May 4, 2020.
Reply dated May 7, 2020.
Email from R. Talbot, SOS, regarding operation recovery, dated May 6, 2020.
Email from Legislative Assembly of BC, regarding budget 2021 consultation,
dated May 6, 2020.
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Letter from BC Restaurant & Foodservices Association, requesting support for
flexible, innovative and expedited patio permitting, dated May 7, 2020.
Letter from City of North Vancouver, regarding support for businesses by making
liquor licensing more flexible, dated May 8, 2020. Letter from City of Nanaimo,
dated May 13, 2020.
Email from Canada Border Services Agency, advising of temporary suspension
of certain small vessel reporting sites, dated May 12, 2020.
Email from D. Calveley, regarding the Town’s Emergency Operations Centre and
policy, dated May 14, 2020. Reply dated May 19, 2020.

17.

NOTICES OF MOTION

18.

MOTION TO GO “IN-CAMERA” (CLOSED MEETING)
Motion:
That it is in the opinion of Council that the public interest requires that
persons other than members of Council and Officers be excluded from
the meeting to consider confidential matters relating to personal
information, pursuant to section 90.1 (a) of the Community Charter and
that Council continue the meeting in closed session.

19.

ADJOURNMENT
*** IN-CAMERA MEETING TO IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW ***
~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~

Rules for Governing the Public Participation Period at
Regular Council Meetings
1.

A maximum of 20 minutes (approximately 3 minutes for each speaker) is allocated prior
to Regular Council Meetings.

2.

Presentations will be brief and to the point.

3.

Those wishing to address Council will be asked to specify their name and address for
identification and the topic involved before being granted permission to speak.

4.

Issues must relate strictly to municipal matters of community concerns. Individuals may
speak to an agenda item or pose a question to Council.

5.

Questions shall be on topics which will not normally be dealt with by municipal staff as a
matter of routine.

6.

Questions shall be addressed through the Chair and if the questions can be answered
either by the Chair or through the Chair, Council will endeavour to do so. Otherwise, the
questions will be referred to staff.

li

TOWN OF SIDNEY
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Report to Council
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Mayor and Council
Corey Newcomb, Senior Manager of Long Range Planning
May
File No: 3360-20
Amendment to Zoning Bylaw No. 2015 - Short Term Rental Regulations

19,2020

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview of proposed amendments to Zoning Bylaw No.
2015, which would prohibit Short Term Rentals (STR) in Sidney as per Council direction.

BACKGROUND:
At the May

11

,2020 regular Council meeting, Council passed the following resolution:

That staff bring fonuard an amendment to Sidney's Zoning Bylaw for consideration by
Council no later than August 31, 2020, to prohibit all shot't-term rentals anywhere in Sidney.
MOTION CARRI ED UN ANIMOUSLY
As requested, staff have prepared the aforementioned bylaw amendment for Council's consideration.

DISCUSSION:
The draft bylaw includes the following amendments to the STR regulation in Zoning Bylaw No. 2015:

.

.

Makes STR a prohibited use in all zones in Sidney (but keeps it as a defined term, for
enforcement purposes), and
Removes references to STR elsewhere in the bylaw (i.e. Home Occupation regulations).

ln addition to the amendments related to STR, staff have also included amendments 4 and 5 in the draft
bylaw for Council's consideration. These amendments would prohibit any additional Bed & Breakfast
businesses in Sidney (which currently only require a business licence and safety inspection prior to
opening) and instead require them to be approved via a rezoning application.

Sidney currently has only two licensed Bed & Breakfast businesses (Corbett House and Orchard House)

and these have been added as permitted locations to the draft bylaw to ensure their legal status
continues moving fonryard. However, any additional Bed & Breakfast businesses wanting to open in
Sidney would require zoning approval from Council and would need to follow the standard zoning
amendment application process, which would include public consultation and building/parking/signage

plans.

Staff's rationale for this amendment being included is twofold.

1. lt would ensure that currently operating STR's in single-family dwellings would not be able to

2.

simply switch to a Bed & Breakfast use and continue operating by simply obtaining a business
licence and inspections.

lt would ensure a more thorough vetting of new Bed & Breakfast businesses, by requiring a
prospective business to provide Council with a solid plan for their business operations, including
strategies to mitigate noise, parking and other impacts commonly associated with businesses
located in residential areas.

Staff note that previously planned enforcement activities related to the current STR regulations would
be adapted and continue following adoption of proposed Bylaw No. 2196. Where possible, prior to the
bylaw change staff will record which STR providers are operating in compliance with the current bylaw
regulations and they would be "grandfathered" as a result (i.e. be able to continue operating legally);
staff anticipate that this number is not overly high.
Finally, in terms of public engagement on this issue, staff intend to run two newspaper advertisements
for the public hearing in consecutive issues of the Peninsula News Review, as well as post information
regarding the proposed change on the Town's social media platforms. The Peninsula News Review also
ran an article in their May 14,2020 edition regarding Council's resolution and the Town has already
received some responses from the public as a result.

As the public hearing for this amendment would be held virtually, the notices for the public hearing will
also include information on how to participate via videoconferencing for those wishing to speak at the
hearing.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Bylaw No. 2196 be given first and second readings and that staff be directed to advertise
for the public hearing.
Respectfully submitted,

I concur,

Corey
Senior
Range

Chief Administrative Officer

b, MCIP
anager, Long
nning

Humble MCIP, RPP

REVISIONS
Amending Section 4.1.11, Short Term Rentals, as follows:
4.1.11 Short Term Rentals
a. Short Term Rentals are not permitted.

¡,

fne Snert ferm nen

+ens,

within the areas designated as Neighþeurheed Residential (RES 1); lntensive
Single Family Residential (RES 2); Multi Family Residential (RES 3) er
;
eeeupied þy a permanent resident; whether it þe the ewner er a tenant whe has

en a let er strata let where any ef the fellewing are leeated en the same let: a
tenant' er an aetive þearding¡er bed and breakfast use,
fellewing are leeated en the same let: a seeendary suite er detaehed seeendary
dwelling eeeupied by a leng term tenant' er an aetive bearding er bed and
ies
fer the keeping er preparatien ef feed are previded within any þedreem
intended fer Shert Term Rental use,

v,

Ne separate er additienal eeeking faeilities er ether sueh faeilities fer the
intended te þe used fer Shert Term Rental,

2.

Amending Section 4.2.6.c, Conditional Use Regulations for Home Occupations, as follows

c.

'High-traffic' home occupations are also permitted provided that:
they meet the requirements of Sections 4.2.6.a and 4.2.6.b above;
they are not located:
in a secondary suite or detached secondary dwelling;
in a single-family dwelling that contains boarding, bed and breakfast, or a
secondary suite er+he*-te+m-rente{; or
on small-lot properties 400 square metres or less;
they have an entrance separate from that of the residential component of the
dwelling unit; and
they have no more than two customers or clients in the unit at one time, with
the exception of daycares.

i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
3.

.
.
o

Amending Section 4.9.20.c, Conditional Use Regulations for Home Occupations, as follows:

d.

'High-traffic'home occupations are also permitted provided that:
they meet the requirements of Sections 4.9.20.a and 4.9.20.b above;
they are not located:
. in a secondary suite or detached secondary dwelling;
o in a single-family dwelling that contains boarding, bed and breakfast, or a
secondary suite er shert term rental; or
. on small-lot properties 400 square metres or less;

v.
vi.

4.

vii.

they have an entrance separate from that of the residential component of .the

viii

they have no more than two customers or clients in the unit at one time, with
the exception of daycares.

dwelling unit; and

Amending Section 4.2.4, Conditional Use Regulations for Bed and Breakfasts, as follows

a.

Bed and Breakfasts shall:
only be permitted on the followíng properties:
Lot 6, Block 2, Section 10, Range 4 East, North Saanich District, Plan 1552
(9651 Fourth Street)
Lot 3, Section 10, Range 4 East, North Saanich District, Plan V1P84788
(9646 Sixth Street)
only be permitted in single-family dwellings which do not contain a secondary
suite, detached secondary dwelling, or boarding;
be limited to two bedrooms withín a dwelling; and
not be located within a detached secondary dwelling.

i.

.
o

ii.
iii.
iv.

5.

By deleting "C (4.9.26)" under the "CD42" column in the "Bed and Breakfast" row in
Table 4.9.8, Permitted and Conditional Use Table: Comprehensive Development Zones 29
through 42.

4.9.8 Permitted and Conditional Use Table: Gomprehensive Development Zones 29 through 42
Use
Bed and Breakfast

CD
29

CD
30

CD
32

CD
33

CD
34

CD
35

CD
37

CD
38

CD
39

GD
40

CD

41

cD42

€{4+26)

TOWN OF SIDNEY

BYLAW NO. 2196

A

BYLAW TO AMEND ZONtNc BYLAW NO. 2015

The Council of the Town of Sidney, in open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
This Bylaw may be cited as "Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 2015-40',.
That Town of Sidney Bylaw No. 2015 be amended
1

-

2.

Amending Section 4.1.11, Short Term Rentals, as follows:
4.1.11 Short Term Rentals
a. Short Term Rentals are not permitted.
Amending Section 4.2.6.c, Conditional Use Regulations for Home Occupations, as follows

c.

'High-traffic' home occupations are also permitted provided that:
they meet the requirements of sections 4.2.6.a and 4.2.6.b above;
they are not located:
in a secondary suite or detached secondary dwelling;
in a single-family dwelling that contains boarding, bed and breakfast, or a
secondary suite; or
on small-lot properties 400 square metres or less;
they have an entrance separate from that of the residential component of the
dwelling unit; and
they have no more than two customers or clients in the unit at one time, with
the exception of daycares.

i.
¡i.

iii.
iv.
3

¡
o
o

Amending Section 4.9.20.c, Conditional Use Regulations for Home Occupatíons, as follows:
d

'High-traffic' home occupations are also permitted provided that:
they meet the requirements of sections 4.g.20.a and 4.g.20.b above;
they are not located:
in a secondary suite or detached secondary dwelling;
in a single-family dwelling that contains boarding, bed and breakfast, or a
secondary suite; or
on small-lot properties 400 square metres or less;
they have an entrance separate from that of the residential component of the
dwelling unit; and
they have no more than two customers or clients in the unit at one time, with
the exception of daycares.

v.
vi.

vii.
viii.
4

by:

.
.
.

Amending Section 4.2.4, Conditional Use Regulations for Bed and Breakfasts, as follows:

a.

Bed and Breakfasts shall:
only be permitted on the following properties:
Lot 6, Block 2, Section 10, Range 4 East, North Saanich District, Plan 1552
(9651 Fourth Street)
Lot 3, Section 10, Range 4 East, North Saanich District, Plan V¡P8478B
(9646 Sixth Street)

i.

.
o

"

Bvlaüv No. 2196 - Zoninq, Amendment No. 40

ii
ilt
IV

5

Pase2

only be permitted in single-family dwellings which do not contain a secondary
suite, detached secondary dwelling, or boarding;
be limited to two bedrooms within a dwelling; and
not be located within a detached secondary dwelling.

By deleting 'C (4.9.26)" under the "CD42" column in the "Bed and Breakfast" row in
Table 4.9.8, Permitted and Conditional Use Table: Comprehens¡ve Development Zones 29
through 42.

Read a first time the

day of

,2020.

Read a second time the

day of

,2020.

Public Hearing held the

day of

,2020.

Read a third time the

day of

,2020.

Ministry of Transportation and lnfrastructure approval the

day of

,2020.

Adopted the

day of

,2020.

MAYOR

CORPORATE OFFICER

TOWN OF SIDNEY
MINUTES OF SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING

Monday, May 11,2020
CouncilChambers
5:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

Mayor C. McNeil-Smith
Councillors: S. Garnett and C. Rintoul
Councillors: S. Duncan, B. Fallot, T. O'Keeffe and P. Wainwright (via etectronicatty)

Staff:

R. Humble, Chief Administrative Officer
A. Hicik, Director of Corporate Services
T. Restell, Manager of Finance
S. Nelson, Corporate Officer

1.

GALLTOORDER
The Mayor called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m.

2.

APPROVALOFAGENDA

2020j8'222

3.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
MOTTON TO GO,,|N-CAMERA" (CLOSED MEETTNG)

2020.18.223

4.

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that the agenda
be

approved as presented.

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that it is in the
opinion
of Council that the public interest requires fhat persons other than members of Cbuncil
and Officers be excluded from the meeting to consider confidential matters relating
to a
legal.and annual_reporting issue, pursuanf to section 90.1 (a) and (l) of the Comirun¡t1
Charter and that Council continue the meeting in closed sess¡on.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

ADJOURNMENT

2020j8'224

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that the meeting
be

adjourned at 5:01 p.m.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

MAYOR

CORPORATE OFFICER

TOWN OF SIDNEY
MINUTES OF REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
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Monday, May 11,2020
CouncilChambers
6:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

Staff:

1

Mayor C. McNeil-Smith

Councillors: S. Garnett and C. Rintoul
Councillors: S. Duncan, B. Fallot, T. O'Keeffe and P. Wainwright (via electronically)
R. Humble, Chief Administrative Officer
A. Hicik, Director of Corporate Services
B. Mikkelsen, Fire Chief
C. Newcomb, Senior Manager of Long-Range Planning
B. Robinson, Manager of Public Works & Parks
S. Nelson, Corporate Officer

CALL TO ORDER
The Mayor called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.

2.

TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The Mayor respectfully.acknowledged that this evening's meeting is being held on the traditional
territory of the WSÁNEÓ people.

3.

APPROVALOFAGENDA

2020.20.228 Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that the agenda

be

approved with the amendment that item 16.6 be moved to item 14 - Correspondence.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

4.

A.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PERIOD (maximum 20 minutes)
No written submrsslons were received.
Electron ic Participation

1.

:

D. Calveley - commented on the excellent work done by Sidney's EOC; stated
the Town's recovery plan is a great structured approach and is looking fonryard to
the results of the local survey; advised community is looking to hear from elected
officials on what the vision is for the Town moving forward; expressed the need
for rapid communication with the public (e.9. PlaceSpeak); and asked where
individuals can go to present their ideas or to share helpful information.

Public Participation Period closed at 7:07 p.m.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

C.

PRESENTATIONS

i.

Special Update - COVID-19

ln response to the public speaker's questions related to the Town's Recovery Plan,
the EOC Director/Fire Chief Brett Mikkelsen advised that the survey would be going
out to local businesses and residents this Wednesday with deliverables presented to

Council on May 25, and encouraged individuals to fonuard any ideas or information to the
Town's EOC.
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Chief Mikkelsen provided an update on the activies at the EOC over the past 2 weeks:
EOC remains at Level 2, but staff decreased from 15 to 11, however not all are fully
allocated to EOC duties.
Operations Section - 1. continuing to support critical rest stop area; providing shower

-

facilities and conducting wellness checks

for the

homeless; assisting with

enforcement of the Town's Parks Bylaw, etc., 2. completed visits to 52 businesses
providing advice on best practices for re-opening; and 3. reviewing plans to re-open
Town Hall, Drivers Services, Community Safety Building and RCMP on a limited basis
on or about June 1, as well as looking to re-open municipal outdoor facilities.
Chief Mikkelsen advised scaling back of the EOC would be dependent upon businesses
having received sufficient support to safely re-open, Town bylaw staff being able to
sufficiently respond to all inquiries, re-opening of other shower facilities in the region, etc.,
and noted that the EOC could downsize over the next 3-5 weeks.

5.

A.

BYLAWS

i.
2020.20.229

Bylaw No.2191 - FinancialPlan202O-2O24

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2191 Financial Plan 2020-2024 be introduced and given first reading.

OPPOSED: Councillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

2020.20.230 Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw
Financial Plan 2020-2024 be g iven second read

2020.20.231

i

n

g.

No. 2191 -

OPPOSED: Councillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2191 Financial Plan2020-2024 be given third reading.

OPPOSED: Councillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

2020.20.232

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2191 Financial Plan 2020-2024 be adopted.

¡¡.
2020.20.233

OPPOSED: Councillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

Bylaw No. 2192 - Tax Rates 2020

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that Bylaw No. 2192 Tax Rates 2020 be introduced and given first reading.

OPPOSED: Gouncillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

2020.20.234

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that Bylaw No. 2192 Tax Rates 2020 be given second reading.

OPPOSED: Gouncillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

2020.20.235

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that Bylaw No. 2192 Tax Rates 2020 be given third reading.

OPPOSED: Councillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l

2020.20.236

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that Bylaw No. 2192 Tax Rates 2020 be adopted.

OPPOSED: Gouncillor P. Wainwright
MOTION CARRIED 6:l
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Bylaw No. 2193 - Alternative MunicipalTax Collection Scheme

2020.20.237 Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded

by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2lg3 Alternative MunicipalTax Collection Scheme be introduced and given first reading.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

2020.20.238 Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded

by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2193 Alternative Municipal Tax Collection Scheme be given second reading.
MOTION CARRIED UNAN¡MOUSLY

2020.20.239

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2193 Alternative MunicipalTax Collection Scheme be given third reading.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

2020.20.240

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that Bylaw No. 2193 Alternative MunicipalTax Collection Scheme be adopted.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

B.

6.

DEVELOPMENT PERMITS & DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMITS

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

a.
2020.20.241

Regular Gouncil Meeting - April 27,2020
Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that Minutes of the
Regular Council Meeting of April 27,2020, be adopted as presented.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

7.
8.
9.

BUSINESS NOT COMPLETED AT A PREVIOUS REGULAR MEETING
BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES (for information only)
PET¡TIONS & DELEGATIONS

IO.

MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor expressed condolences to the family and friends of the passing of veteran Bob Harman, a
Sergeant at Arms for Sidney's Legion for many years.
Further to the Province's BC Restart Plan, the Mayor encouraged citizens to review the plan which
allows more social and economic activities; noted that Sidney's recovery plan will be consistent
with the Province's requirements; and encouraged citizens to support local businesses.

11.

COUNCILLORS' REPORTS

12.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

13.

STAFF REPORTS
a

Liquor Licence Application No. LA 000002 - The Gut Cartel (C- 2425 Bevan Ave)
Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett:
That Council recommend to the Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch that The
Cut Cartel Barber Shop's application for a Liquor Primary Licence be approved,

1.

subject to the following conditions:

a.
b.
c.

That the hours of liquor service be limited to between 10 am to

I

pm

Monday through Saturday.
That no outdoor patio/seating area be permitted;
That noise levels do not increase from those that currently exist or those
typically associated with a barber shop business;
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That the barber shop remain the principal use of the establishment during
all hours of business operations.

That the establishment's occupant load be limited to no more than 30
people at any time;

That Council's comments on the prescribed Liquor and Cannabis Regulation
Branch's considerations are as follows:

(a) The potential for noise if the application is approved:

It is the opinion of Council that approving this application would result in

acceptable level of noise, comparable to that which presently exists;

an

(b) The impact on the community if the application is approved
It is the opinion of Council that a licensed barber shop abiding by the above
conditions would provide a positive addition to the business services available in
Sidney with negligible negative impacts on the community;
(c) The views of residents
That the staff report dated May 5,2020 regarding this application, which includes
information on the public consultation process and comments related to the
submissions received during the process, be fonryarded to the Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch as additional information.
2020.20.242

Moved by Councillor T. O'Keeffe, seconded by Councillor B. Fallot: that the above motion
be amended as follows:
f
item 1a - service be limited between 10:00 am to 7:30 pm;
item I b - no outdoor or breezeway patio seating be permitted;
item 1c - no amplified music be permitted; and
new item 1f - that liquor only be served in conjunction with a personal service (i.e.

.
2.
3.
4.

haircut) and that while this liquor primary licence is in effect no special event
liquor licences be issued by the LCRB.
OPPOSED: Councillors: S. Garnett & C. Rintoul
IìIIOTION CARRIED 5=2

The question was called on the original motion as amended:
2020.20.243

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett:

1.

That Council recommend to the Liquor and Cannabis Regulation Branch that The
Cut Cartel Barber Shop's application for a Liquor Primary Licence be approved,
subject to the following conditions:
That the hours of liquor service be limited to between 10 am to 7:30 pm
Monday through Saturday;
That no outdoor or breezeway patio seating be permitted;
ïhat no amplified music be permitted and noise levels do not increase
from those that currently exist or those typically associated with a barber
shop business;
That the barber shop remain the principal use of the establishment during
all hours of business operations;
That the establishment's occupant load be limited to no more than
30 people at any time; and

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

That liquor only be served in conjunction with a personal service (i.e.
haircut) and that while this liquor primary licence is in effect no special

event liquor licences be issued by the LCRB.
2

That Council's comments on the prescribed Liquor and Cannabis Regulation
Branch's considerations are as follows:

(a) The potential for noise if the application is approved:

It is the opinion of Council that approving this application would result in

acceptable level of noise, comparable to that which presently exists;

an
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(b) The impact on the community if the application is approved
It is the opinion of Council that a licensed barber shop abiding by the above
conditions would provide a positive addition to the business services available in
Sidney with negligible negative impacts on the community;
(c) The views of residents
That the staff report dated May 5,2020 regarding this application, which includes
information on the public consultation process and comments related to the
submissions received during the process, be fon¡varded to the Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch as additional information.

OPPOSED: Councillors: S. Garnett & C. Rintoul
MOTION CARRIED 5:2

b.

OCP Review - Letters to Gommunity Organizations
Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul:

1.

2.

That staff be dírected to send letters to the following community organizations,
inviting their input and participation in the OCP Review and Update Project:
.
Saanich Peninsula Chamber of Commerce
.
Sidney Business lmprovement Area Society

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Sidney Community Association
Memorial Park Socie$ (Mary Winspear Centre)
Peninsula Streams Society
Beacon Community Services
Community Arts Council of Saanich Peninsula
Peninsula Celebrations Society
Saanich Peninsula Museum Society
Panorama Recreation Centre
Shaw Gentre for the Salish Sea
That follow up letters be sent to all previously notified organizations advising them
of key project milestones and engagement opportunities as the OCP Review
Project progresses.

2020.20.244

Moved by Councillor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor B. Fallot, that the above
motion be amended to include the following community organizations:
.
Friends of Shoal Harbour
.
Residents of Roberts Bay
.
Residents of Reay Creek
.
Tsehum Harbour Taskforce
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

2020.20.245

Moved by Councillor T. O'Keeffe, seconded by Councillor B. Fallot, that the above motion
be amended to include the following community organizations:
Access Awareness Committee
Victoria Disability Resource Centre
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

.
.

The question was called on the original motion as amended:
2020.20.246

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul:
That statf be directed to send letters to the following community organizations,
inviting their input and participation in the OCP Review and Update Project:
Saanich Peninsula Chamber of Commerce
Sidney Business lmprovement Area Society

1.

Sidney Community Association
Memorial Park Society (Mary Winspear Centre)
Peninsula Streams Society
Beacon Community Services
Community Arts Council of Saanich Peninsula
Peninsula Celebrations Society
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c.
2020.20.247

d.
2020.20.248

e.

2020.20.249

f.
2020.20.250

g'
2020.20.251

Saanich Peninsula Museum Society
Panorama Recreation Centre
Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea
Friends of Shoal Harbour
Residents of Roberts Bay
Residents of Reay Creek
Tsehum Harbour Taskforce
Access Awareness Committee
Victoria Disability Resource Centre
That follow up letters be sent to all previously notified organizations advising them
of key project milestones and engagement opportunities as the OCP Review
Project progresses.
MOTION GARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

.

Agreement - Fire Services with VAA
Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that the amendment
agreement between the Town and the Victoria Airport Authority, to renew the mutual aid
fire services agreement for a further 5-year term (2020-2025), be approved.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Resuming Meetings of Town Gommittees
Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that meetings of
Town Committees resume as required.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Contract Award - Town Hall and RCMP Roof Replacement
Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that the Contract for
the 2020 Town Hall and RCMP Roof Replacement be awarded to the low bidder, Top
Line Roofing Ltd. at a total cost of $594,475 plus taxes.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
2019 FinancialStatements

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that the Town's
Financial Statements for the year ended December 31,2019 be accepted.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Funding Request - Additional Staff Resources
Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett:
That the 2020 Emergency Programs budget, under the management of the EOC
Director, be increased by $50,000 for ongoing COVID-19 pandemic response and
recovery initiatives; and

1.

2.
14.
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That Alison Verhagen, Town of Sidney Senior Manager of Current Planning, be
appointed Recovery Director.
MOTION CARR¡ED UNAN¡MOUSLY

CORRESPONDENCE
Councillor B. Fallot wished to highlight the email correspondence (item 16.6) from a new volunteer
group looking to undertake a cleanup project at the fishing pier, and she encouraged the group to
contact the Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea for potential collaboration.

2020.20.252

Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that the email from
Project Baseline Saanich lnlet, regarding Sidney Pier clean-up program, dated April 21,
2020 (and reply dated April 28, 2020) be received for information.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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I5.

NEW BUSINESS
a.

2020.20.253

16.

Short Term Rentals
(Notice of Motion from Councillor P. Wainwright- Council Meeting of April 27, 2020).
Moved by Councillor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that staff bring
forward an amendment to Sidney's Zoning Bylaw for consideration by Council no later
than August 31,2020, to prohibit all short{erm rentals anywhere in Sidney.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

CORRESPONDENCEFORINFORMATION

2020.20.254
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6
7

I

9
10.

11.
12.
13.

17.
18.
19.

Paoe 7

Moved by Councillor C. Rintoul, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that the following
correspondence for information be received:
Letter from the Victoria Regional Transit Commission, regarding the impact of COVID-19
on public transit, dated April 17,2020.
Email from Vancouver lsland Steps Up, regarding their Community Relief Fund, dated

4pri121,2020.
Letter from District of Saanich, regarding financial hardship property tax deferment
program reinstatement, dated April 21, 2020.
Letter from the Victoria Airport Authority, providing a copy of their 2019 Annual Report,
dated April 20,2020.
Letters from C. Fogal, expressing concerns regarding the impacts of imposed lockdown
measures relating to the COVID-19 pandemic, received on April 21 and dated May 4,
2020. Reply dated April 23,2020.
(ltem already dealt with - see item 14).
Email from T Bagnall, requesting funding assistance for the Peninsula Babies Group
program, dated April 23,2020. Reply dated May 4,2020.
Letter from Shaw Communications, regarding network upgrades, Apri|23,2020.
Email from J. Mclntosh, request to consider renaming "Henry Avenue" to "Dr. Henry
Avenue", dated April 27,2020. Reply dated April 30, 2020.
Email from D. Franklin, Affordable Housing Advocate/Project, requesting participation in
the next housing "revolution", dated April 29,2020.
Letter from Lake Country, regarding interest charged on deferred mortgage payments,
dated April 15,2020.
Letter from City of North Vancouver, regarding supporting BC during the COVID-19
pandemic, dated April 30,2020.
Email from City of Nanaimo, regarding the lsland Railway, dated May 4,2020.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

NOTTCES OF MOTTON

MOTION TO GO "IN-CAMERA" (CLOSED MEETING) - not required
ADJOURNMENT

2020.20.255 Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor C. Rintoul, that the meeting
adjourned at 7:40 p.m.

MAYOR

be

MOTION CARRIED UNAN¡MOUSLY
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TOWN OF SIDNEY
MINUTES OF SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING

Thursday, May 14,2020
GouncilChambers
3:00 p.m.

PRESENT:

Mayor C. McNeil-Smith

Councillors: S. Garnett
Councillors: S. Duncan, B. Fallot, T. O'Keeffe and P. Wainwright (via electronically)

ABSENT:

Councillor C. Rintoul

Staff:

R. Humble, Chief Administrative Officer
A. Hicik, Director of Corporate Services

B. Mikkelsen, Fire Chief / EOC Director
A. Verhagen, Senior Manager of Planning/EOC Recovery Director (via electronically)
S. Nelson, Corporate Officer
1

CALL TO ORDER
The Mayor called the meeting to order at 3:00 p.m.

The Mayor respectfully acknowledged that this evening's meeting is being held on the traditional
territory of the WSANEÓ people.
2

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

2020.21.256 Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor P. Wainwright, that the
be approved as presented.

3.

agenda

MOTION CARRIED

POTENTIAL POLICY INPUT TO TOWN'S EOC

2020.21.257 Moved by Councillor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor T. O'Keetfe, that

where
practical EOC staff are encouraged to contract out specific projects/tasks.
MOTION CARRIED

2020.21.258

Moved by Councillor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor S. Duncan, that the recovery
plan should make a meaningful contribution to the Strategic Plan's Overarching Goals in
addition to or other than Economic Vibrancy and Community Safety, Health & Wellbeing.
MOTION CARRIED

2020.21.259

Moved by Counciflor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor S. Garnett, that the scope of
recovery planning, particularly information gathering, should not be limited to Sidney's
municipal boundary.
MOTION CARRIED

2020.21.260

Moved by Councillor S. Duncan, seconded by Councillor P. Wainwright, that during a
state of emergency the EOC Director, or their delegate, may at their discretion seek input
from Councilon new policy matters:
where the EOC is operating at a stable or improving condition;
there is no imminent risk to life, limb or property should a decision be delayed;
where measures being considered do not conflict with orders that are already in
existence of higher government or in opinion of staff or policy group being

1.
2.
3.

contentious.

OPPOSED: Mayor C. McNeil-Smith & Councillors: S. Duncan, B. Fallot,
S. Garnett, T. O'Keeffe & P. Wainwright

MOTION DEFEATED

SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING
Thursdav, Mav 14.202O

2020.21.261
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Moved by Councillor P. Wainwright, seconded by Councillor S. Duncan, that where there
is concern about potential lack of public support for an action the EOC is encouraged to
request advice from the policy group before announcing the action.
MOTION CARRIED

2020.21.262

Moved by Councillor T. O'Keeffe, seconded by Councillor P. Wainwright, that staff review

the Town's Emergency Response and Recovery Plan, Emergency Program Bylaw
No. 1936 and the recommendations from the Auditor General for Local Government
relating to emergency management and report back to Council.

4.

MOTION CARRIED

ADJOURNMENT

2020.21.263 Moved by Councillor S. Garnett, seconded by Councillor B. Fallot, that the meeting
adjourned at4:21p.m.

MAYOR

be

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

CORPORATE OFFICER
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TOWN OF SIDNEY

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES of May 14,2020
Meeting held via Videoconferencing

PRESENT:

Chairperson

Mayor C. McNeil-Smith

Members:

David Calveley, Denny Gelinas, Hannah Nawroth, Marie Savage,
Bernardine van der Meer , Gae Van Siri, Todd Weibe

Council

Member:

Councillor Peter Wainwright
Corey Newcomb, Senior Manager of Long Range Planning
Randy Humble, Chief Administrative Otficer
Kelly Albucz, Development & Administrative Coordinator (Recording Secretary)

Staff:

Absent:

1. Callto Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 11:00 a.m

2.

Territorial Acknowledqement
The Mayor respectfully acknowledged that this meeting is being held on the traditional territory of the
WSÁNEC First Nations;the Tsawout, Tsarttip, Pauquachin, and Tseycum.

3.

Adoption of Aqenda
Moved by:
Seconded:

Bernadine van der Meer
Todd Wiebe

That the Agenda be adopted as circulated
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

4.

Chair Welcome And Member lntroductions

Mayor McNeil-Smith reviewed the following:

.

Regular meeting procedures will apply re: discussion, motions, and voting
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.

Voting members; 9 in total. Mayor C. McNeil-Smith, Councilor P. Wainwright, and Community
Members D. Calveley, D. Gelinas, H. Nawroth, M. Savage, B. van der Meer, G. Van Siri, T.
Wiebe.
Non-voting senior staff members; CAO R. Humble and Senior Manager of Long Term Planning
C. Newcomb,
Consultants, Modus, may be in attendance at future meetings.
Meetings are public meetings and will be recorded via videoconferencing when held virtually.
Welcomed community members and thanked them for volunteering for the project.
Project to look at future vision for Town of Sidney.
Members were invited to introduce themselves and give a brief history regarding their past
worl</volu nteer experiences.

o

.
.
.
.

Mayor McNeil-Smith thanked the members for their contributions and added:
A high priority for the new Council elected in 2018 was to initiate an OCP review process;
Council elected to undertake a comprehensive review rather than a smaller update.
ln regards to the Covidl9 Pandemic; the Town of Sidney is in an ideal place/situation for a
review of the OCP. The pandemic may change the process and have impacts. There must
be a broad community engagement and will adapt the process as we move forward.
A major first step is a Housing Needs Assessment (required by the Province) which was
completed in 2019, and will be an authoritative document for this process moving fonruard.

.

.

.

5.

Review of Terms of

for Committee

Mayor McNeil-Smith suggested deferring the Terms of Reference Review

to item 7. General

Discussion, to which the committee agreed. Committee members were urged to reach out at any time
to Mayor, Councilor Wainwright, Senior Staff, or each other should they have any questions regarding
the process, or have information to bring to future meetings.

6.

Proiect Backqround / Work to Date

C. Newcomb gave the following background information and work to date:
Strategic Planning session with new Council who determined their wish for a comprehensive
OCP review.
Provincial requirements changed, meaning a Housing Needs Assessment had to be
completed prior to embarking on the OCP review process.
A Housing Needs Assessment was completed in November 2019 and is available on the town
website.
!n December 2019 staff submitted an approach report to Council regarding the scope of the
project, including some recommendations on how staff would like to proceed and asked for
any further direction and additions to the project scope be added by Council.
Council approved the hiring of an OCP project consultant, Modus Planning Design and
Engagements who are based in Vancouver, who have extensive experience and come highly
recommended.
Early 2020 staff completed the Committee Terms of Reference and the Committee selection
process ensued.

o
¡
o
¡

.

.
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Proiect Backqround / Work to Date cont.
Council approved staff to begin reaching out to some of the stakeholders, other organizations
and Community Groups; sending letters advising the startup of Sidney's OCP project. The
letters will advise that there will be opportunities for public engagement and feedback over the
next several months and over the course of the project anticipated to be approximately
eighteen (18) months.
The consultant is preparing a draft Work Plan and Community Engagement Plan to be
presented to Council in June 2O2Oto which Councilwill have input, and once approved, project
roll-out will begin.
Once the initial community engagement phase has been completed (likely fall 2020), the
project will move into the Bylaw phase at which time there should be a draft plan ready for
review by September 2021, with project completion by the end of 2021.

a

O

a

Mayor McNeil-Smith asked staff C. Newcomb to elaborate on letters Council has asked to be sent to
stakeholders and community groups as a first step in engaging these organizations in the project.
Mayor McNeil-Smith had stated during the Territorial Acknowledgement that WSÁNEÓ First Nations;
Tsawout, Tsartlip, Pauquachin, and Tseycum First Nations would also be included in the engagement
process.
C. Newcomb listed the following

a

Section 475 of LGA lists some specific organizations for Council to consider for
consultation, which include:
CRD,
adjacent municipalities: District of North Saanich and District of Central Saanich
Victoria Airport Authority,
School District 63
Council has also directed staff to send letters to a number of community organizations,
including: Sidney Community Association, Mary Winspear Centre, and Shaw Centre for
the Sailish Sea, etc.

o
o
o
o

Letters are being prepared and will be ready to go in the next week or so. The letters will note there
may be possible impacts to the project timeline due to Covid19. The Committee will receive copies of
the letters.

7.

General Discussion (Q & A)

The Committee had questions regarding:

o
o
o

time lines for commencing the public engagement process,
the level of engagement with adjacent municipalities, and
the ability of staff to work with other municipalities' Council and staff members; particularly
within the realm of Covidlg limitations.
C. Newcomb recalled there was already a strong planning relationship with District of North Saanich
established during the West Side LocalArea Plan project. Mayor McNeil-Smith added that all the new
Mayors have developed an improved political relationship and work well together.
There was also concern expressed regarding the age demographic of Sidney and the ability to consult
via electronic methods as opposed to traditional open public meetings. Mayor McNeil-Smith assured
the committee an appropriate method will be devised, it just hasn't been determined at this point. CAO
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R. Humble added that the measure of success of an OCP review is from the level of engagement and
community consultation.

8.

Next Steps

C. Newcomb listed the following as next steps:
Collaboration with consultant Modus over next several weeks to prepare report to Council.
Consultants work plan and engagement plan to be reviewed and approved by Council
possibly June I or June 22,2020.
Planned venues such as Sidney Summer Market are no longer an option due to Covidlg
situation, and will result in smaller stakeholder engagement groups initially.
Still working out details on how the larger community engagement events will happen;
considerations include multiple, smaller events with limit on attendees.
Background and policy work start summer 2020, with engagement following closely. Aiming
for a draft OCP in first quarter of 2021.
Council referrals will determine frequency of meetings for this committee.

o
.
e
.
.
.

The Commission discussed various aspects of social media access such as Twitter and Facebook as
a vehicle for input and community engagement. Some Commission members determined they were
not as familiar or comfortable using Twitter and Facebook and prefer more traditional methods of
communication such as email or the Town of Sidney website. H. Nawroth expressed concerns over
not utilizing Twitter and Facebook as there is a younger demographic that is reliant on this form of
communication.
Mayor C. McNeil-Smith thanked participants and advised he will be in touch via email.

L

Adiournment
Moved by:
Seconded:

Marie Savage
Bernadine van der Meer
That the meeting be adjourned

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Meeting adjourned at 12:11 p.m

CHAIRPERSON

TOWN OF SIDNEY
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Report to Gouncil
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

SUBJECT

Mayor and Council
Alison Verhagen, Senior Manager of Gurrent Planning
l{iay
FILE NO.: 7130-30
Update on Recovery Plannins from COVID-í9 Pandemic

21,2020

PURPOSE:
To provide Councilwith an update on the Town's recovery planning for the COVID-19 pandemic.

BACKGROUND:
The Town's Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) was activated on March 12th in response to the
developing Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. EOC operations were escalated from Level 1 to
a Level 2EOC on March 17th, where operations have remained to date. The Provincial state of
emergency due to the pandemic was declared on March 18th and has been renewed every two
weeks, continuing to date.

Since the escalation of EOC operations to Level 2, EOC staff have performed a number of
functions related to the pandemic, as have been mentioned in previous updates to Council. EOC
staff have been responding to emerging needs in the community and requests from the Province;
coordinating the delivery of support and information to the community; and anticipating next steps
for community response and recovery. ln mid-April the focus of the EOC Planning section started
placing greater emphasis on initiating recovery efforts, planning for the coordination of resources
to meet needs in various sectors of the community.

DISGUSSION:
The goal of recovery planning at an EOC level is to coordinate efforts around the community to
help all sectors of the community recover from the effects of the pandemic. lt is important to be
aware at the outset of this update that the recovery planning phase is a process and series of
actions that will be added to and amended over time as community needs and resources change.
It will not result in a final plan document like many other Town planning projects have done. As
the EOC started preparing for the recovery phase, the Town retained Smart Risk Control, lnc., for
a one-month time period from April 10 to May 10,2020, to assist the EOC in managing the Covid19 pandemic and associated impacts. The company worked in the Advanced Planning Unit of the
EOC under the guidance of the Recovery Director.
Smart Risk conducted research to anticipate coming impacts and events likely to affect the Town
in future weeks and months, and designed potential objectives for consideration by the EOC.
They also researched available information about how local governments elsewhere in the world
addressed the needs for response, business continuity, and recovery. ln this research, the team
considered three areas of impact:
Health impacts, including the challenges to staff and general public exposed to the virus.

o
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Economic impacts, such as the loss of jobs, business closures, and cash flow interruptions
that came with physical distancing and other legal orders from the BC Health Minister.
Societal impacts, including the uncertainty and stress of losing loved ones, as well as the
economic impacts.

Each week during the one-month project per¡od, the consultants completed the following tasks
1. Develop quest¡ons to focus research on selected areas of interest.
2. Gather information, primarily through lnternet research and telephone calls.
3. Review and evaluate the findings to discern implications for the Town.
4. Use the collected insights to identify and describe possible actions by the EOC.
5. Deliver a concise report on our conclusions and suggested objectives and actions.

ln addition, Smart Risk advised the EOC on organizational issues, including
Coordination under the EOC Planning Section
Role and responsibilities of the Policy Group in the pandemic
Project-specific support information

.
.
o

Consultant deliverables under this project included 5 Situational Awareness Reports and related
documents, listed below.
Date

Apr 16
Apr 16
Apr 20
Apr 21

Apr 26
Apr 29
May 1
May 1
May 3
May I
May 8
May 10

Deliverable
Situational Awareness Report #1
Action Planning Guide for Planning Section Chief
Situational Awareness Report #2
Sample Directory for Community Resources
Situational Awareness Report #3
Questions for lsland Health
Situational Awareness Report #4
Pandemic Policy Group Guidance, Org chart
Status of Action Plans
Situational Awareness Report #5
Project Descriptions, one-page summaries
Final Report

ln all, the Smart Risk team identified 10 objectives for pandemic management, and 28 actions for
consideration by the EOC. ln addition, the consultants prepared summaries of 14 action plans for
specific consideration to help define EOC actions and identify partners (See Appendix A- Project
Summaries). EOC Planning staff are in the process of reviewing the action plan summaries to
determine which to prioritize.

Smart Risk's latest assessment of the pandemic was provided to the Town on May 8 (See
Appendix B - Situational Awareness reporf May 7th, 2020). The assessment gives updates on
health, economic and social impacts of the pandemic as well as the implications of those impacts
for Sidney, looking ahead over the coming months.
EOC staff see value in retaining Smart Risk for a second contract for further work on advance
recovery planning. Smart Risk would be valuable in assisting with the coordination of community
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resources to assist in the delivery of some of the identified projects, and may work on specific
projects including strengthening community resilience in the face of any emergency through the
formation of small neighbourhood groups providing mutual support, in association with Peninsula
Emergency Measures Organization (PEMO).
Provincial Restart Plan
On May 6th, the Province announced BC's Restart Plan, which provides the framework for each
phase of provincial reopening and changes to restrictions established in the first wave of the
pandemic, in mid-March. The Province is currently at Phase 2 of the Restart Plan, which includes
the reopening of restaurants, pubs and cafes; medical services including dentistry and
physiotherapy; personal service establishments including barbershops and hair salons; officebased work sites; parks, beaches, recreation and sports; and museums, galleries and libraries
under enhanced protocols. A wide range of Town businesses and public amenities fit within these
sectors that can now reopen in accordance with protocols established by the Province and
WorkSafeBC.
The Province is expected to move to Phase 3 of the Restart plan in June, which will include the
reopening of such sectors as some entertainment venues; a broader reopening of parks with
some overnight camping; and the partial reopening of K-12 schools. No date has been estimated
yet by the Province for moving to Phase 4, which includes mass gatherings and international
travel.
Current Focus of Recoverv Plannino

The Town's actions in pandemic recovery are largely governed by Provincial direction and
protocols. Local recovery planning will continue to focus on how to support the various sectors of
the community and coordinate the allocation of resources to meet local needs that arise. At this

point in the recovery process, EOC staff have determined that the most effective recovery actions
for the Town involve supporting the well-being of residents in general, and supporting the
business community since the Restart plan has recently allowed more local businesses to reopen.

Supporting Community Well-Being:
EOC lnformation staff have been continuously adding links to resources for
individuals, families and groups to the Town's COVID-19 webpage, covering a
wide range of topics including mental health resources; supports specifically for
children, youth, and seniors; online library links; gardening resources, and access
to recently announced federal funding.
EOC staff are in communication with local community groups who typically
organize Sidney's annual events and who are now developing ideas for new types
of celebrations that respect Provincial orders.
A survey of local residents will soon be made available online to gather feedback
from residents on their experiences so far in the pandemic and what supports
would be usefulto them.

o

o

o

Supporting Business Community.
The Province's move to Phase 2 of the Restart plan has resulted in an increase in
the number of businesses reopening in the Town's commercial areas. Several staff
have been working as Business Liaison ambassadors, meeting with business
owners to share information on safe reopening procedures, offering floor stickers
to aid customers in physical distancing, and offering information on where to find
business sector-specific resources on reopening. The Business Liaison
ambassadors provide daily updates to other EOC staff on any developing areas of

o
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concern in terms of pedestrian activity or challenges with meeting publ¡c health
orders or Provinc¡al protocols.
A survey of businesses ¡s currently being undertaken to determine what impacts
the pandemic has had on local businesses and what kind of support business
owners would find most useful at this time. The survey will gather information on
whether businesses are interested in expanding their footprint outside to offer
patrons more space, this being especially pertinent to EOC planning for how to
prepare for increasing numbers of pedestrians in the downtown commercial area
as well as potential increased demand for outdoor seating space for downtown
restaurant and café businesses.

EOC staff have been reviewing actions identified and recommended by Smart Risk to determine
which actionable tasks can be coordinated by the EOC and conducted either by EOC staff, Town
staff, or community resource groups. Staff are highly appreciative of the many innovative ideas
for recovery actions that have been submitted by members of the community. All are being
reviewed with an eye to how they could contribute to the previously identified objectives of local
pandemic recovery, especially the objectives of Community Well-Being and Supporting the
Business Community. Any potentially controversial actions that would benefit from Council
direction at a higher policy level would be brought forward to Council for discussion, as per
Council's resolution of May 14,2020.
As was mentioned in the previous staff report on recovery planning, it is important that all aspects
of recovery planning are coordinated by the EOC in order to avoid duplication, ensure no gaps
are created, and to focus efforts on the determined objectives and goals for community recovery.

Staff still expect that the EOC will continue to be active for at least the next few months (i.e. into
summer 2020) in order to coordinate recovery for the community. The intent is to scale back the
EOC as support operations are no longer necessary, perhaps in early to mid-June. Staff note that
if larger actions such as street closures are desired by Council as recovery actions, then the
administration and communications required to support this will be done by the EOC. The EOC
Director and other staff will continue to assess the time needed for proper EOC coordination of
response and recovery actions, depending on provincial progress through the phases of BC's
Restart plan and associated implications for local actions.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

:

Some costs associated with EOC operations and emergency recovery continue to be eligible for
reimbursement by the Province through Emergency Management BC (EMBC). Staff working in
the Finance Section of the EOC continue to track costs and submit requests for funding and
reimbursement as EOC operations continue. A second contract with Smart Risk Control, lnc.
would be funded from the $50,000 budget approved by Councilfor EOC expenditures.

Report to Council
EOC Recovery Planning Update

Page 5
May 21,2020

RECOMMENDATION:
That this report be received for informat¡on.
Respectfully

lA\-

submitted,

Alison Verhagen, MCIP RPP
Senior Manager, Current
Planning/
EOC Recovery Director

I concur,

I concur,

Brett Mikkelsen, PMP
Fire Chief/EOC Director

y Humble, MCIP RPP
Chief Adm inistrative Officer

Appendices A: Project summaries prepared by Smart Risk Control,

lnc.
prepared
B: SituationalAwareness Report #5, May 8,2020,
by Smart Risk Control,
lnc.
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Appendix A
Covid Pandemic, EMBC Task No. 206451

1.3 Collect data for pandem¡c planning.
Observations:

o

o
o

In addition to the health statistics, information on social and economic factors is
critical to understanding vulnerabilities and the actions required to address them.
National and provincial data are lacking, generating significant blind spots at the
local level of who is being most affected, and how. Consequently, response and
recovery efforts (at all levels) may be mis-guided, stalled, or simply ineffective.r
Questions for Island Health:
1. What current and regularly updated health data can Island Health share with
the EOC on the health impacts within the jurisdictions of Sidney, Saanich
Peninsula, or CRD, specifically:
a. Number of Covid cases
b. %ICU beds available
c. Number of deaths due to Covid
d. Number of recoveries
2. Is it possible for Island Health to identi$ the postal codes of persons receiving
at-home care through Island Health? This would help set priorities for
neighbour-helping-neighbour pro grams.

Implications: The Town should collect data on each of the three crises (health, economic,
social) to gain a comprehensive view on the impact of the pandemic to guide effective

response and recovery.

Example: Toronto has is attempting to leam "everything it can"2 about those most
impacted by Covid-19, including collecting race-related data to see how minorities are
being affected. This will augment available provincial health data.
Objective: Collect data on the community to determine the ways in which the pandemic
is affecting different groups and to align recovery objectives and actions accordingly.
Action Plan: Acquire and organize dataon the following topics:
Health

Economic

Running report of number
of cases, hospitalizations,
deaths, recovered

Unemployment (number
of residents un- and

Number of monitored
care homes, sort by
number of residents,
number of workers

Number of businesses
(by size, status, type)

Total number of care
home residents, workers

under-employed)

Number of rental
properties, identify
landlords, property
managers

Social
Community resource
groups
Single-occupancy
dwellings, elderly
Social distress (number
of food bank clients)
Transportation use (how
pandemic affects
mobility, cycling)

I "We have the witl, we have
the expertise, but we don't have the data." How Canada's crucial data gaps are hindering the coronavirus pandemic
response. E. Andrew-Gee & T. Grant. The Globe and Mail. April23,2020. Source: https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-how-

canadas-crucial-data-gans-are-hinderin g-the-coronavirus-oandemic/
Coronavirus: City of Toronto to start gathering race-based data connected to COVID-I9. By M. Bingley. Global News.
Source: https://elobalnews. calnews/6855794/coronavirus-toronto-public-health-race-based-data/

2
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Potential Partners: Shoreline Medical, Beacon Community Services, Island Health,
others?
Responsible:
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1.6 Prepare maps for public and EOC use.
Observations:

o

.
o
o
o

Some residents are disproportionately vulnerable of becoming ill, and may
experience the "shelter-in-place" and economic crisis more severely than others.
These impacts are unevenly distributed throughout the population, revealing
socioeconomic and geographic inequalitiesl.

It is important for the Town to identify populations/neighbourhoods that are:
Most vulnerable to Covid, 2) Most likely to be affected by quarantine/self-

1)

isolation measures and closures, 3) Most vulnerable to economic slowdown.

Factors that contribute to severity of impacts include: Ability to work remotely,2
level of household income/savings, family composition, age and pre-existing
health conditions, access to transportation þublic or private), access to grocery
stores and medical care, etc.

In order to best match support to those who need it most, it would be helpful to
map the location of at-risk populations (i.e., seniors living alone) and active
community resources (i.e., Block Watch groups).
Community mapping would help the Town better identify areas that need special
monitoring, targeted outreach, mobile testing sites, and other services.

Example: City of Vancouver publishes maps of 1) Renters per capita, 2) Seniors per
capita,3) Average incomes, and 4) Concentrations of immigrants by neighbourhood.
Objective: To identify the locations of vulnerable residents and community resources to
facilitate the prioritization and effrcacy of support efforts. In addition, maps can help
residents and businesses adapt to the new nonnal of living with Covid.
Action Plan: Create maps of the following l.ulnerable populations and resources:

o
o
o

Map Vulnerable Populations
Areas with concentration of elderly
population, single-person dwellings

Low-incomehouseholds
Households dependent on public

transportation

o
o
o
o
o

Map Community Resources
Block Watch groups
Community, neighbourhoodassociations
Faith-basedorganizations
Service clubs
Land available for urban gardening

Potential Partners: RCMP Block Watch, faith-based organizations

Responsible: EOC Planning Section

t COVID-19: Mapping and Measuring Community Impact with UrbanFootprint. March 20,
2020. J. Distefano. Source:
https ://urbanfootorint. com/covid- 1 9/
2
Location Data Says It All: Staying at Home During Coronavirus Is a Luxury. April3,2020. NYTimes. Source :
httns://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/03/us/coronavirus-stay-home-richpoor.html?action:click&amp:module:Topo%20Stories&amo:ngtype=Homepage
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2.5 Promote use of non-surgical face-masks in public realm.
Observations

o

o
o
.
o
o

Health authorities advise that wearing face-masks likely have a positive impact on
limiting the community exposure to coronavirus risks.l
Stronger communications around wearing masks in enclosed spaces would bring
local govemments in line with these federal recommendations.2
The US CDC has released recommendations for mask materials and design.3
W'earing face masks on public transportation and in shops became mandatory in
much of Germany on April27. Scarves or other kinds of cloth over the mouth and
nose can be used, according to Germany's Health Ministry.a
The BC Centre for Disease Control advises that, while face masks in public are
not required, wearing a mask can help contain droplets and protect others.s

Vancouver Island residents have begun making masks in bulk. Local businesses
are willing to help.

Implications: The Town could adopt a program that encourages the use of face-masks in
public, and could connect those in need of masks with local suppliers.
Examples: The community of Baie-D'Urfé, Quebec, has undertaken a massive maskmaking effort.6
Some local health authorities in Ontario have also strengthened their messaging on
masks. Kingston, Frontenac, Lennox and Addington Public Health are "recommending
that people wear face masks covering their mouth and nose while grocery shopping or
any other situation where maintaining an appropriate social distance is challenging."

Objective: Promote, or require, the wearing of face masks in public settings.
Action Plan: 1) Develop public messaging,2) Develop a directory of local mask
vendors, for sale and by donation, 3) Develop a method for tracking whether or not the
public is wearing masks in public settings, 4) Document the effort.
Potential Partners: Seniors Hel ping Seniors, SBIA, Chamber
Responsible:

t <https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-tam-offers-new-advice-wear-a-non-medical-mask-when-

shopping-or-using/>
<https://www.municipalworld.com/feature-story/masks-and-public-safety/>
3 <https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-coverings.html>
a
https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updat es/2020104/27 /845535990/masks-become-compulsory-ingermany-as-lockdown-restrictions-s lowly-ease
5
http://www.bccdc.calhealth-info/diseases-conditions/covid- l9lprevention-risks/masks
6
https://globalnews.ca./news/6837947 /coronavirus-montreal-mask-making
2
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2.6 Support contact tracing efforts by health officials.
Observations:

o
o

.
o
o

Contact tracing requires significant person-hours, and there may not be enough
available and qualified staff.
One key element of success in contact tracing is identifying the persons actually

in contact with (within2 m of, for more than a brief encounter) a person identified
within the previous 3-5 days.

as coronovirus positive

All

contacts are usually advised to self-quarantine

symptoms.

for

14 days, and to monitor

for

Inaccurate memories of contact could require non-exposed persons to selfquarantine, or miss some contacts.
Question for Island Health: Not everyone has a smartphone that could help with
contact tracing. Would contact tracing be aided by advising these residents to
keep an ongoing joumal of their close contacts (within 2 m)? Journal entries could
include: 1) Name of person, 2) Phone number, 3) Location of contact, 4) Time
and date ofcontact.

Implications: The contact tracing effort would benefit from accurate record-keeping. The
Town could influence contact recording among its residents, workers, and volunteers.
Example: New Zealanders are being asked to keep a daily record of their movements and
who they have been with to help with contract tracing.r
Objective: Establish public messaging (a friendly contest, perhaps) that asks everyone to
keep a written record (using paper or digital) of all contacts daily, including the phone
number of each contact.
Action Plan: 1) Determine the contact tracing criteria (2 m, brief period, etc.),2) Discuss
the project with the Island Health Authority, 3) If approved, develop messaging, 4)
Develop contest or other branding, and start immediately to allow populace to develop
good habits, 5) Document the effort.
Potential Partners: Island Health, SBIA, Chamber
Responsible:

rNzersaskedtokeeparecordofdailymovements...tohelpwithcontacttracing,

Rachelsadler, April19,2020

https://www.msn.com,/en-nzlnewslnational/nzers-asked-to-keep-a-record-of-daily-movements-to-help-with-contacttracing/ar-BB l2RcMa
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3.3 Locate temporary housing for individuals required to selfquarantine.

Observations:

o

o
o
o

There may be a need to isolate medical staff, first responders who are exposed or

fall ill but do not require hospitalization.

During contact tracing, identified contacts of a positive test person will be ordered
to isolate themselves for 14 days. Many may not be able to access temporary
accommodation.
Resources are available within the community to provide temporary housing.
Examples: Hotels, private mobile homes, trailers, RVs, and private separated
suites.

Question for Island Health: What further actions can the Sidney EOC undertake
to support health services, considering the following examples:

a.
b.

Identify additional public and private facilities that could be converted to

temporary hospitals.

Identify temporary accommodation for health care workers or care home
workers who must isolate for 14 days, or who become ill and do not want to
expose their families.

c. Identify temporary

accommodation for contacts of persons who test positive
for Covid in the contact tracing process, and must isolate themselves for 14
days.

Implications: The Town could identify housing resources within the community to help
match with needs.
Examples: The BC government is partnering with local governments to support British
Columbians who need a place to self-isolate. These beds are assisting arange of people,
including people without safe spaces to self-isolate.l

Objective: Identify temporary housing for individuals in need of self-isolation, and
match needs with resources.
Action Plan:

l)

Confirm with Island Health and Province the potential future need for
temporary housing during self-isolation, 2) Confirm with the Province the availability of
funding, 3) Estimate the number of units likely need by month throughout 2020,4)
Identify the types of housing required (must be separate, have own bathroom and
kitchenette, 5) Call for suppliers to register, 6) Develop a matching process.
Potential Partners: Hotel s, available private suites, trailers, RVs
Responsible

rCovid-I9 Provincial Supports (for isolation housing), updated ApriI17,2020
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4.2 Promote and support local food garden¡ng.
Observations:

o

o
o
o
o

The pandemic exposes the vulnerabilities in'Just-in-time" food systems and
threatens food security for some Town of Sidney residents in three ways:
o Supply - BC imports about 50% of its total food; about 75Vo of BC's
vegetables come from the United States.l
o Accessibility - Some face mobility issues, health vulnerabilities
o Affordability - Some cannot afford quality, nutrient-dense, fresh food

Urban gardening supplements the local food system by providing a supply of high
quality food, while also increasing public access to affordable nutrient sources.
Restaurants and food banks could also use locally-grown food. BC is providing a
$3 million emergency grant to Food Banks BC to support immediate needs.2

Growing Together is a collaborative effort by the CRD Good Food Network to
provide resources, mentorship and inspiration to get folks in the CRD region to
grow their own food. This free initiative is funded by the Rapid Relief Fund.
Gardening generates a sense of ownership and responsibility within the
community. Gardeners experience a sense of empowerment and purpose.

Implications: The Town could support residents in growing vegetables on their own
properties. This program would serve hve purposes: l) Improve local access to quality
food, 2) Reduce costs of grocery shopping and exposure to risk, 3) Help residents stay
active while at home, 4) Help restaurants and local food banks, and 5) Address climate
action goals and sustainability.
Example: The City of Brampton launched an initiative in April 2020 (Backyard Garden
Program). Residents can request free supplies, such as soil and seeds by email, and those
looking for tips on growing their own produce can view some tutorial videos.3
Objective: Support residents growing vegetables on their own property by providing

access to materials and advice. Program could be expanded to include borrowed private
land and selected public properties, such as Town boulevards and parks.

Action Plan: l) Locate sources of soils, seeds, and construction materials,2) Identify
volunteers with garden expertise willing to assist, 3) Establish a gardening call centre
(email and telephone) to advise residents, 4) Offer tutorial videos for posting on Town's
website, 5) Document the number of requests and share stories of successful gardens.
Potential Partners: Greenglade Community Garden (Sidney), Peninsula Garden Club
(Sidney), Capital Region Food and Agriculture Initiatives Roundtable (CR-FAIR)
(CRD), Urban Food Table, BC Eco Seed Co-op, Good Food Network (CRD)
Responsible:

'Climate Change and Food Security in British Columbia. 201l. Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions, University of Victoria.
Covid-19 Provincial Supports, Updated April17,2020
3
"Brampton launching citywide gardening program in response to pandemic", by Matt Dionne on April 16,2020

2
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5.3 Develop neighbours helping each other, neighbourhood pods.
Observations:

.

Physical distancing measures will be in place for the coming months, possibly 12
18 months. Social and practical needs of residents are changing rapidly.

to

o

All residents can benefit from neighbourhood support networks that:

o

A localized response that encourages community well-being is critical.
Neighbourhood Pods are groups of 5-30 individuals who work to support each
other. Pods can be geographically-based, or socially-based (i.e., church groups)

o
o
¡

1) Offer

/

receive psychosocial support, 2) Share information about the pandemic, economic
impacts, and social challenges, 3) Provide assistance to at-risk neighbours, and 4)
Reassure residents they are not alone.

Pod members can both offer and receive help in any capacity (i.e., assist at-risk
individuals obtain groceries or medication, or check with neighbours). In this
way, vulnerable people are not 'singled out' as sole receivers of aid, and the
exchange builds relationships among individuals.

A 'neighbours-helping-neighbours' strategy reduces the burden on

caregivers/family, widens an individual's support network, and increases
opportunity for regular, in-person (and physically distant) interactions.

Neighbourhood Pods limit unessential travel, build on already existing social ties,
and cultivate new personal connections.

Implications: The Town can provide a Neighbourhood Pod development framework that
facilitates the connection of residents to their community.
Examples: City of Victoria posts neighbourhood information on their website. The City
of Bostonl launched a Covid online volunteer platform to match needs with aid in the
city. The City of Brampton2 invites individuals to make personal requests on their
website and then assigns a volunteer from the community to carry out each task.
Objective: To promote neighbour-helping-neighbour concepts within the Town of
Sidney specifically for inter-personal support during the pandemic and related economic

hardships. Connecting neighbours also addresses loneliness and other social needs.

Action Plan: 1) Identify and evaluate the demographics of Town neighbourhoods to set
priorities, 2) Adapt existing Neighbourhood Pod materials for Sidney, 4) Identifu partner
organizations to implement outreach procedure 7) Observe, record, and share results.
Potential Partners: Block Watch S idneyÀlorth S aanich ; S idney Community As sociation;
Roberts Bay Residents Association
Responsible:

I City of Boston. News Release: Aprl|2l,2020.
CITY LAUNCHES NEW COVID-I9 VOLUNTEER PLATFORM WITH NESTERLY. Source:
https://www.boston.gov/news/citv-launches-new-covidl9-volunteer-platform-nesterlv
2
City of Brampton. No Date. Social SupportTækForce. Retrieved April 21,2020. Source: https://letsconnect.bramBllen çA'Ssgi¿LsuBpe¡!{agþ
force
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5.7 Enhance public engagement within the commun¡ty.
Observations:

o

o
o
o

The economic, health, and social impacts of the Covid disaster in the Town of
Sidney has triggered varying degrees of stress and hardship among the residents.
Prolonged stress can have adverse impacts on individual and community
wellbeing.

Having access to various outlets for expression can help individuals cope with
stress and distress, and can encourage self-reflection and overcoming feelings of
isolation.
Story-telling and public dialogue can unite a community through shared
experiences. There is a need and opportunity to connect with the public during
Covid and enhance community wellness.
To address these needs and opportunities, the Sidney EOC has already:
o Created and shared a resident survey (results expected in coming weeks)

o
o
o

Connected with community resource groups to see what they can do

Explored community connectedness grant for Radio Sidney
Shared events andpuzzles on municipal pages

Implications: The Town of Sidney could enhance efforts to engage the public through
multiple platforms (written, recorded, visual, etc.). The could provide additional
opportunities for community members to share their stories as a means to connect with
others, as well as to process their individual experiences.

o

ective To promote community wellness and lasting resilience by supporting healtþ
outlets for people to express themselves, as well as feel heard, appreciated and connected
to their community.

Potential Partners: See attached list of identified communify organizations in Sidney.
Responsible:
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Newsletter

¡

o

Covid Pandemic, EMBC Task No. 206451

Create a monthly Zine that is handed out (in mailboxes or made available for pick up)
that features written stories, poems, pictures, games, coloring pages, recipes and
valuable information specific to Sidney.
Town Talk newsletter

Radio Station/Segment
Radio show segment featuring different people and professions.
Work in collaboration with Radio Sidney
Story competition, with the finalists being read on air
Phone line where people can call in and leave a message (a shout out or thank you)
which is aired. Similar to "Cross Country Check-up."
There could be a weekly theme
Read bed time stories over the radio for children.

o

o
o

o

Art

¡

o

o

Hire (or invite) artists in the community to paint murals in public spaces that celebrate
the city, its citizens or promote positive messages
An example from Campeche, Mexico (https://www.arto-studio.com/seres-queridoscampeche)
Hang up plywood on fences for people to paint
Option to have artists paint an outline on the plywood or on cement (i.e crosswalks.
Example of mandalas), and people can colour it in with paint or chalk.
Connect with Artsea Community Arts Council for collaboration
Use black chalk paint and cover electrical boxes or other surfaces, so that people write
messages. Use prompts such as "Today I am gratefulfor..""
Pole painting, brings colour, fun, personal expression, and connectedness to

o

.
o
o

o

o

neighbourhoods.

o

Speak with BC Hydro for permission

Photos

¡

Neighbourhood porch portraits

Dance

o
¡

Outdoor fitness/dance classes (Example from Torontol)
Decentralized dance parties (online or on your street)

Community Events
o Outdoor concerts

o
o
o

Paddle up concerts on the water
"Drive by" parades (Fire truck or neighbours driving cars with balloons, music)
Drive in concerts/movies that use an FM channel for audio

o
o

Example from Aarhus, Denmark2

Work with local event organizers

lToronto neighbours take to their street to dance
away pandemic isolation. CTV News, Scott Lightfoot, May 4,

2020.

2

Drive in Concerts...Would You? CKDR. Brad Best, May 5,2020.
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o

Using an app or website

o
o

Covid Pandemic, EMBC Task No. 206451
to match people's needs with those that can provide help

Calgary created app called "Neighbours in Need"3
VancouverSupport.ca is a resource exchange platforma

Volunteer Appreciation
o "Thank yous" could include sharing photos and stories of volunteers on social media,
emailing a volunteer with a personalized thank you, or even providing a gift card.
Communication

r
¡

Online forum for residents to communicate with the city
Have a dedicated phone number to answer questions

MunicipalBlog
o Photo journalism
o Humans of New York https://www.humansofnewvork.com/about
o "Saturday Night" https://www.nvtimes.com/interactive/2020/05/01/arts/saturdavnight-coronavirus.htm I
Neighbourhood Map
o Use EZRA mapping software to plot garden walks, lawn/window decorations, garage
door murals, and mini neighbourhood library boxes.
¡ Encourages individuals and families to explore their neighbourhood and engage with it
in a new way.

Host Virtual or Socially-Distanced Workshops
o Workshops could cover any theme or skill: Storytelling, artwork, gardening, managing
grief, etc.
o The Existence Project https://www.theexistenceproiect.ca/

3 How
Calgarians are helping each other during COVID-19 pandemic. Calgary Herald, Apr L5,2020
4 VancouverSupport.ca. (no

date).
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6.1 Promote Block Watch to enhance safety and property protection.
Observations

.

o
o
o
o
o

Crime has increased in the Sidney area since the pandemic, especially shoplifting
and property crimes.l
More crime can be expected as the regional economy continues to deteriorate in
the coming months, creating more desperate un- and under-employed in the
region.
Downtown businesses have been targeted recently as well, through shoplifting
and some vandalism.
The Sidney - North Saanich RCMP Detachment currently offers a Block Watch
program, with a strong presence in some neighbourhoods (e.g., Orchard /
Oakville).2
The Town could assist in expanding the Block V/atch through promotion and
coordination with other related projects, such as the Neighbours-HelpingNeighbours project.

In addition, the Town could partner with the RCMP to enhance other related
programs over the coming year, including: 1) Citizens on Patrol, 2) Auxiliary
Constables, and 3) Bike Registry.

Implications: Sidney could work with the RCMP to enhance safety while building a
stronger sense of community among residents and businesses.
Example: The City of Victoria Police Block V/atch program advises captains to expand
their scope of activities to include neighbours-helping-neighbours.3
ective Encourage residents to voluntarily adopt Block Watch principles as a way

enhancing personal and property security at a neighbourhood level

of

Action Plan: I ) Consult RCMP Detachment for advice on partnering,2) Assist RCMP in
redesigning the Block V/atch training sessions to account for physical separation, 3)
Identify priority neighbourhoods and those most likely to participate, 4) Connect
interested residents with Block Watch program, 5) Assist in promotion, 6) Document the
growth of Block Watch groups.
Potential Partners: RCMP Community Policing, SBIA, bicycle repair shops
Responsible:

I Personal communication, May 7,2020, Vy'ayne Conley, Commander, Sidney - North Saanich Detachment

2Ibid
3

VicPD Block Watch Newsletter, City of Victoria Police Department, April 8, 2020
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7.8 Assist local businesses re-open with Govid safety measures.
Observations:

o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o

The World Health Organization has published guidelines for businesses, which
will likely be adopted by BC health authorities.r
Target businesses includes industrial, retail stores, restaurants, hotels, and schools.
Represents a vital component of Sidney's and regional economy.
Some Sidney businesses are currently operating with restrictions; many closed.

The Provincial Health Off,rcer will likely relax restrictions in mid-May with
adoption of health safety measures in worþlaces and schools to prevent the
spread of the virus.
Re-opening some business may also require day care services, or access to
temporary workers who could be quickly trained.

if

Changes in Covid risks will allow many Sidney businesses to open in mid May
appropriate safety measures are in place to protect employees, customers, clients,
and suppliers.

Examples of health measures include among others:
Test the temperature of employees and customers as they arrive.
Require sign in and out of buildings; create a record for contact tracing
Require all staff and customers to wear face masks in proximity to others.
Limit the number of customers within confined spaces at a time.
Perform periodic disinfection of commonly touched hard surfaces.
Install signs, floor markings, and security personnel for physical distancing.
- Install hand washing and hand sanitizer stations.
Install counter-top plexiglass shields.
Bylaw officer ambassador initiative
Each business would adapt general requirements to their situation, which could
require expertise. But similar businesses (e.g., all book stores) can share ideas,
materials.

Implications: Sidney can help the local service industry by working with owners to
implement creative and reasonable measures that prevent viral spread. Businesses could

help businesses.

Examples: Toronto designer created 'protective countertop shields,' working with other
local businesses.

Objective: Assist service industry operators within the Town with designing and
implementing consistent measures to prevent viral spread.
Action Plan:
I WHO: Getting your workplace ready for Covid-I9. World Health Organization, March 3,2020,
https://www.who.inldocs/default-source/coronaviruse/getting-workplace-ready-for-covidl9.pdf
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1) Consult with Provincial Health Officer (Island Health) on the types of

businesses that could be allowed (e.g., book stores), and which businesses would
not be possible at this time (e.g., theaters).

2) Assemble available guidance from health authorities by type of service
(restaurant, pub, hotel, day care, faith-based organization).

3) Identify

businesses requiring assistance.

4) Identify local businesses able to assist.
5) Match needs and resources, assist with decisions, provide examples, designs.
6) Bulk buy to provide materials (e.g., plexiglass).
7) Provide public space to assist business or organization, (e.g., Town can permit

religious gatherings of up to 50 people in public parks/spaces.)

8) Document assistance provided.
Potential Partners: Chamber of Commerce, SBIA
Responsible:
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7.10 Help local businesses convert marketing, sales to digital format.
Observations:
o Technical advice could help some small business owners with fewer skills adapt
to electronic sales, such as online ordering.

o

o
o

To minimize risks, customers and clients will browse more online in the future,
and either pick up items at store, or have items delivered.
Other communities (e.g., Toronto) and corporate partners have helped businesses
with websites, social media, and e-commerce platforms.
Conversions to digital business transactions will likely become the norm;
businesses that lack electronic access to goods and services mu suffer in the long

term.l

Implications: The Town could adopt a program that assists businesses in digitizing their
operations and connect those in need with support.
Examples: Digital Main Street offers a free assessment tool that highlights the steps
businesses need to take to move online. They also offer a range or webinars, case studies,
and tools. In the wake of Covid-19, DMS is expanding the program to provide more
people available to work with main street businesses on their digital transformations
through one-on-one virtual support.2
Calgary offers direct support to businesses wishing to advance their digital presence and
electronic interactions.3

Tri-Cities Chamber of Commerce (Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam, Port Moody) offers 'Get
Your Business Online' webinar.a
Objective: Offer a freely available program that assists local businesses in developing
and/or expanding their online services.
Action Plan: 1) Identify the technologies and easy-to-use tools and resources, 2) Develop
a directory of digital vendors able to help small businesses become digital-ready, 3)
Connect businesses in need to available resources and digital vendors.
Potential Partners: Digital vendors, Chamber of Commerce, SBIA, BC Association
Farmers' Markets, other community partners
Responsible:

I Interview with Bill Gates on past pandemic warnings, #CNBC, Apr
9,2020, YouTube
2 https ://digitalmainstreet.ca,/, Accessed : April 3 0, 2020
3
Covid- I 9 (Coronavirus): Support for businesses. City of Calgary.
https ://www.calgary.calCSPS/cema/Pages/businesses-and-Covida

I

9.aspx

https://business.tricitieschamber.com,/events/details/covid-19-get-your-business-online-with-shopify-10050,

Accessed: N4ay 3,2020
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7.11 Help local businesses pivot to new services and/or products.
Observations:

o

o
.
o
o

Business operations are changing rapidly in fundamental, potentially permanent
ways. Examples:
o International travel will not return to previous levels for many years.
o Requirements for physical distancing and other protections will remain in
place until a vaccine is widely available, perhaps 1-3 years.
o The worldwide pandemic situation has changed supply chains and market
demands; businesses that do not adapt are threatened.
Some businesses that were thriving in February
due to pandemic and economic downturn.
Businesses that close

will

will not be viable for 2-5 years

reduce municipal income from taxes and fees.

Some local businesses have adapted to the new marketplace. For example:
Vancouver distilleries and breweries have shifted their focus from spirits

o

to sanitizers.l
Coquitlam textile company now manufactures surgical masks.2
Other businesses could pivot with the right type of advice and support.

o

Implications: The Town could help local and regional businesses survive by advising on
how to adjust to new needs and demands.
Objective: Establish a free and accessible business advisory service to help the local
economy transition to the new market.
Examples: Comox Valley offers a link to a video session offered by the Vancouver
Island Economic Alliance that offers tips for small businesses pivoting operations.3 They
also provide a Pivot PowerPoint.a Small Business BC has recently launched the BC
Business Covid-19 Support Service, where businesses can talk to an advisor via live chat
or telephone.s

Action Plan: 1) Explore a business case management approach 2) ID potential partners
and the type of support that might encourage their operation in Sidney 3) Tell good news
stories of small business successful pivots, and 4) Identify coÍrmon themes in the types
of support that businesses need to pivot.
Potential Partners: Peninsula Chamber of Commerce, EDA, SBIA, CML, Coast Capital,
Vancity (Vancity Unity Pivot Business Loan)

I Vancouver Economic Commission, "Small businesses pivot
to join the fight against Covid-I9," April 5,2020
Vancouver Economic Commission, "Small businesses pivot to join the fight against Covid-I9," Aprll5,2020
3
Video Carrie Elrick of Project Rescuers, "Small Business Tips for Pivoting Operations," Vancouver Island Economic
1
Presented by Graham Truax, "Pivot or Persevere," Innovation Island
s
Small Business BC, "Covid-19: Managing and pivoting during a time of crisis"
2

Alliance, Aprrl9,2020
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8.1 Develop a directory of community organizations to assist.
Observations:

o

o
o
o

No municipality can manage the pandemic and its consequences without the help
of its citizens. It will take the entire community.
The United Nations Sendai Framework advises the adoption of:l

An inclusive and all-of-society disaster risk management that strengthen
synergies across groups, as appropriate.

A critical element of engaging all elements of society is an organization structure

that promotes collaboration. The Incident Command System was designed in part
to foster and manage multi-agency coordination.

The Sidney EOC applies the Incident Command System in implementing an allof-society approach to pandemic response and recovery.

Implications: Sidney could identifu the many organizations and individuals operating
within the Town and on the Saanich Peninsula that may be able to assist in defined ways.
Example: Grand Forks prepared a Directory of community organizations for recovery
following the 2018 flood. These organizations and volunteers provided an important
resource of information and capability during the disaster recovery period.
Objective: Develop a Directory of community organizations and individual group efforts
that could serve in pandemic response or recovery.
Action Plan: 1) Adopt

a format for the directory, 2) Identify potential community
organizations, 3) Contact organizations to confirm information, specifically the roles, 4)
Document findings in Directory, 5) Keep the Directory up to date.

Categories of relevant local and Peninsula organizations include:

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Community service orgs, e.g. Lions Club, Rotary, Seniors Serving Seniors
Regional service organizations, e.g. the BC SPCA, Inter-Cultural Association
Greater Victoria
Disaster relief organizations, e.g. the Canadian Red Cross Society, Salvation
Army, and the Buddhist Compassion Relief Tzu Chi Foundation Canada
SchoolS, e.g. students

willing to collect

and publish stories

Faith-based organizations, e.g. Christian, Jewish, and Muslim practitioners

Lumber and building equipment retail willing to donate materials

Financial organizations, e.g. Coast Capital Savings
Grass-roots collections of individuals acting outside a formal organization

Potential Partners: Chamber of Commerce, SBIA

Responsible: Chamber, reporting to the Sidney EOC

I United Nations, 2015. Sendai Framework for
Disaster Risk Reduction 2015 _2030
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9.4 Adapt ESS services to account for Govid safety.
Observations

o
o
o
o

o

Sidney is at risk of chemical spills or structural hres that could result in the need
to evacuate and house people during the pandemic period.
Social distancing measures and appropriate PPE will likely be required for many
months or years to come.
The breadth of community members the ESS team serves may grow as people
face lasting economic hardship, and as gaps in unmet needs emerge.

EMBC supports the delivery of ESS forms to suppliers and evacuees by digital
methods during the pandemic via phone and/or email.
Virtual ESS functions include: Conducting evacuee registration, performing
needs assessments, coordinating supplier supports, and providing information. To
limit physical interactions, EMBC no longer requires signatures on evacuee
registration and referrals forms, or responders task registration form.

Implications: The Town is responsible for ensuring the safe delivery of ESS services
within the jurisdiction, specifically for evacuations. The coordination and provision of
food, clothing, shelter, and transportation for residents must be upgraded.
Examples: Kamloops ESS worked with a hotel partner to establish a reception center in a
conference room in anticipation of events in the area. Squamish ESS used 3 different
hotels in a recent wildhre evacuation. Evacuees were sent to the hotels directly, with no

reception center.

Objective: Adapt PEMO ESS delivery to comply with current Covid safety precautions
advised by EMBC, and to ensure the continuity of services.
Action Plan: 1) Meet with EMBC for guidance on modernization (technology, reception
center floor plans and table set-ups, sanitization stations, etc.),2) Identify the PEMO ESS
volunteers to take ESS training, 3) Develop ESS technology to allow for digital
registration and services, 4) Identify Covid-ready emergency housing locations, 5) Assess
availability of food and food delivery services at the designated lodging locations, 6)
Document funding procedures and access to provincial financial assistance, 7) Update
ESS plans, Emergency Response Plan.

Potential Partners: EMBC, PEMO ESS volunteers, Peninsula municipalities
Responsible:
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10.1 Examine urban design opt¡ons
Observations:

o
o

o
o
o

Physical distancing rules have amplified inequalities in the public realm, namely
the marginalization of walking, cycling, and transit, and the prioritization of the
car.l

Many citizens are avoiding public modes of transportation due to health wamings
Local governments should be careful to steer their communities away from
widespread vehicle dependence and towards safe alternatives such as walking,
biking, etc.2
Just as businesses in BC are now required to redesign and adapt operations to
allow for safety, municipalities are challenged to adapt public spaces to re-open
and improve access.

Cities are reporting declines in mental and physical health and well-being, and
increases in depression, loneliness, domestic abuse, etc. Officials must consider
risks associated with the virus, but also broader health issues associated with
extended isolation.
Physical distancing should not preclude social interaction.3 In response, cities
around the world are taking action to make public spaces as safe as possible.

1. Expand space for walking, cycling, and other Active Transportation.

¡

.

The role of streets is changing as a principal public space in cities. While there are fewer
cars on the road, people are walking and cycling more, increasingly challenged to
maintain a safe distance on sidewalks without veering into traffic.

Many cities have adopted the idea of #CovidStreets, which aims to keep people in motion
and safely apart. Opening street space to walking and cycling allows employees to travel
safely to worþlaces. With more spaces to walk and cycle, crowding on public transit is
alleviated. These measures can be categorized as ooSlow Streets" or "Shared Streets."
Solutions elsewhere
Oakland's 'Slow Streets' restricts car access to local traffic only and covers about 10
of the city's street network.
Dublin has re-allocated car lanes and parking spaces to people on coÍrmercial streets
where sidewalks are under pressure due to queuing for shops. Parking spaces and
loading bays are being used for more pedestrian spaces.
o/o

I How to make a city livable during lockdown. VOX: Interview

with Brent Toderian. April 22,2020. https://www.vox.com/cities-and-

urbanisnl2020/4/13/2l2l8759lcoronavirus-cities-lockdown-covid-l
Moving around during the COVID-I9 outbreak. WHO.

2

9-brent-toderian

https://who.canto.global/pdfriewer/viewer/viewer.html?share:share"/o2Calbum'Yo2CU6GDM&column:document&id=q3v02qdsh

4s2p&sufüx:pdf

I l4763ffe3apo

3
We can't let coronavirus kill our cities: Here's how we can save urban life
by J. Daly, K. Dovey and Q. Stevens, The Conversation. MAY 5,2020. https://phys.orglnews/2020-05-coronavirus-cities-urbanlife.html
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Paris rolled out 650 kilometers of cycleways,a including several pop-up "corona
cycleways" which are emergency bike lanes for the use of key workers readied for
when the city begins to re-open. The pop-up cycleways will be demarked with traffrc

wands.

London, Philadelphia, and Vancouver have used paint and traffic cones to create new
bike lanes.
V/innipeg is testing o'one-way sidewalks" (northbound on the right side, southbound
on the left side). Berlin, Budapest, Denver, Vancouver, Montreal, Portland and
Mexico City are proposing similar measures.

2. Construct wider sidewalks.
Standard residential sidewalks are 1.5-meter width, which do not allow physical distancing
between approaching pedestrians without one person having to step out onto the street.

Solutions elsewhere
Many cities listed above are temporarily expanding sidewalks to allow for more
physical clistance. Cities can begin to plan for more permanent sidewalk extensions in
more crowded areas.

3.

Close a portion of municipal streets to cars.

Citizens are encouraged to get outside while respecting public health protocols. With a
limited number of parks or greenways, physical distancing can be diffrcult. Cities can reclaim
streets as public space for pedestrians, children at-play, and cyclists etc. These measures can

be categorized as

o'Open

Streets."

Solutions elsewhere

Milan, Italy, announced "Strade Aperte" (Open Streets), a plan to transform 35
kilometres of streets to expand cycling and walking space.
Calgary closed several city streets to cars to provide an outlet for cyclists and

pedestrians.

Oakland, California, closed I 19 kilometres of its street network to through-traffic.
Bogata, Columbia, closed 75 miles of streets to vehicle traffic to allow for walking,
cycling, and essential travel.

Vancouver has closed streets through Stanley park to allow for "pedestrian
walkways." Plans to close streets with businesses to allow for "extended patios" will
also be used as an economic recovery strategy.
Vilnius, Latvia, is making its entire downtown core "a public café" to allow citizens
to "socialize visually" while maintaining physical distance.

aParis To Create 650 Kilometers of Post-Lockdown Cycleways. Carlton Reid. Forbes.

April 22,2020.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/carltonreid/2Ù2)/04122lparis-to-create-650-kilometers-of-pop-up-corona-cycleways-for-post-lockdowntravell#1a2383de54d4
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New York City, Calgary, V/innipeg, Toronto and many others are taking similar
actions

4. Enable "play streets."
Children are currently confined at home without contact with friends or classmates. Selecting
quiet streets to close (except to local traffic) give children space to play on their doorstep,
while still distancing from other children. A large number of resources online (countries that
have re-opened schools) offer ideas for outdoor non-contact play.s Enabling safer
neighbourhood play spaces may help mitigate against "isolation-fatigue," while reducing
pressure on city parks, easing burdens on caregivers, and encouraging healtþ play.
Solutions elsewhere

City of Bristol, UK: A robust health case was released demonstrating why street play
was important for physical activity and health. The council made it easier for
residents to close off their streets by creating a new 'Temporary Street Play Order'
which allows regular street closures based on a single, annual application.
Through planning, operational and permitting support, Edmonton supports o'Play
Streets" to allow neighbours to play together in residential streets closed offto
vehicle traffic.6

5. Address pedestrian

ú6hot

spots."

Cities are witnessing pinch-points where customers are lining up on the sidewalks outside
grocery stores and other essential businesses, leaving little room for pedestrians to pass
safely.
Solutions elsewhere

Toronto launched hot spot program called o'CurbTO" which aims to identifr points of
congestion on sidewalks that are in need of "curb lane installations" to increase space
for pedestrians at 100 spots across the city.7

City of Victoria is targeting sidewalk pinch-points around commercial areas by
temporarily restricting on-street parking to allow a safe space for both shoppers and
pedestrianss. The new zones will be marked by bollards, signs and paint markings.
City of North Vancouver is doing something similar by removing parking spaces to
allow for lineups outside of shops.e

6. Keep parks open, but safely.
Play in the time of coronavirus. By T. Gill and P. Willson. March 18,2020. https://rethinkingchildhood.com/2020l03/18/children-olay-in-thetime-of-coronavirus-olaywork/
6Neighbourhood Play Streets. City of Edmonton. Retrieved ll4ay 6,2020.
5

httos://www.edmonton.calresidentiaþeighbourhoods/neighbourhoods/play-streets.aspx

TCitylaunchesprogramtoincreasespaceforpedestriansatToronto'hotspots'.PhilTsekouras.

Aprrl27,2020

https://toronto.ctvnews.calcitv-launches-orogram-to-increase-space-for-oedestrians-at-toronto-hot-snots-1.49

I

4050

City of Victoria COVID-I9 Update. Media Release, Monday, May 4,2020.
https://www.victoria.calassets/City-Hall/Media-Releases/2020/2020.05.04_MR Citv%20ofllo20Victoria%o20COVlD-l97o20Undate7o20.odf
'qCOVID-19 Updates: How Your City Hall is Responeling_tla,CQYlD:19. Retrieved May 6,2020.
8

https://www. cnv.orgy'citv-services/health-and-oublic-safetv/emergency-oreoaredness/covid-1
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o'The

outdoors, exercise, sunshine, and fresh air are all good for people's immune systems
and health, and not so great for viruses.l0" Parks are necessary spaces for supporting mental
and physical health. If parks are closed, more people will be tempted to congregate on
naTrow sidewalks. Parks are especially important for people who do not have access to
outdoor spaces, or who are living in poor or unsafe conditions at home.
Solutions elsewhere

City of Toronto has added signs to park entrances on physical distancing rules.
Winnipeg announced a park ambassador program to educate and inform people of the
park rules that were in place as a result of the pandemicll. The park ambassadors are
all city employees who were deemed non-essential during this crisis.
Richmond, BC, and Moncton, NB, are enforcing one-way trail loops in public parks.

7. Lower local speed limits.
Due to relatively empty streets, many cities report increased speeding. With less car traffrc,
pedestrians have a false sense of security and step off sidewalks to respect physical
distancing.
Solutions elsewhere
Speed limits in Brussels were reduced to 20 kmlhour in the entire downtown area.

The London borough Haringey has set a borough-wide 20 mph speed limit.

City of Edmonton Council recently approved a speed limit reduction to 40 km/h on
residential streets across the city.
Isle of Man was one of the first places to impose new temporary speed limits. Around
the island speeds limits have been reduced from 60-50 mph to 40 mph.

8. Deactivate crosswalk buttons - "touch-free cities."

"Beg-buttons" for pedestrians can be problematic as they encourage repeated touching of
cofirmon surfaces, increasing the risk of transmission. Automatic pedestrian crossings not
only limit the spread of infection, but also prioritizes safe street crossings and calms vehicle
traffic.
Solutions elsewhere
Calgary programs crossing lights to activate at frequent intervals.

Victoria has converted25 intersections to no-touch pedestrian signals.
Kelowna automated the pedestrian crossings at 19 intersections to reduce contact
points. Perth, Australia, Auckland, New Zealand, and Boston, Massachusetts are
among others that have done the same.

r0
Keep the Parks Open. The Atlantic. By ZEYNEP TLlFEKCI. APRIL 7,2020. https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/04/closineparks-ineffective-oandemic-theater/609580/
tt City of Winnipeg issues new order within City-owned parks and launches Community Service Ambassadors program. City of Winnipeg Media

Release,

April9,2020. https://www.winnipeg.calcao/media/news/nr)020lnr]0200409stm#
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9. Allow public markets.
Closing markets puts farmers and local businesses at risk. Farmers markets increase the
availability and access to fresh, nutrient-dense foods, decrease the community's dependence
on a volatile global supply chain, and bolster the local economy.
Farmer's markets are considered essential services in BC12 and many markets are in
operation around the province while complying to physical distancing requirements.
Guidelines arc available from BCCDC.T Resources for modifuing market operations can be
found at the BC Farmers Market Association website:
https //bcfarmersmarket. or g/modifyin g-market-op erations-covid 1 9/.
:

Solutions elsewhere

City of Victoria has permitted markets to take place with new distancing and "touchfree" measures (i.e., no samples, no dogs, card-payments encouraged, path for
direction flow of customers).

-

The Vancouver Farmers Market has opened all six of its locations with social
distancing and safety measures in place.

In Kamloops, organizers have closed off all market entrances except for one so staff
can limit attendees to 50 people in the market space at once.
Kelowna's farmers market now has 15 vendors, down from 100. By limiting the
number of vendors, they can ensure a variety of products, from meats and cheese to
vegetables and baking, without much overlap. It also gives vendors more space
between stalls.

10. Allow for roadside vendors.
With job loss and retail closures, roadside selling may help entrepreneurial individuals and
small businesses who are looking for new ways to deliver goods to their customers.
Individuals can set up curbside stands to sell homemade jams, produce, flowers, or crafts
(etc.), and businesses can sell inventory.
Solutions elsewhere

In Victoria, vendors are allowed to operate food stands as long as the products are
grown on the same property.
Roadside jam stand in Saanich was allowed to temporarily operate (20T9), and
council is currently looking at changing bylaws to allow roadside vendors.13

11. Create "l5-minute neighbourhoods."
Neighbourhoods that allow residents to do and get what they need locally (on foot or by bike)
have are advantageous in pandemic and post-pandemic cities. 15-minute neighbourhoods

r2
I

Farmers' Markets. BC Centre for Disease Control. Retrieved May 6,2020. http://www.bccdc.calhealth-info/diseases-conditions/covid9/commun itv-settings/farmers-markets

rrSaanich talks temporary allowance for roadside farm stands. By Devon Bidal. Saanich News. May 4, 2020
https://www.saanichnews.com/news/saanich-talks-temporary-allowance-for-roadside-farm-stands/
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may be achieved in several ways, for example, by bringing food stalls or farmer's markets to
public spaces in each neighbourhood, or improving streetscapes that prioritize walkers and
cyclists.
Solutions elsewhere
Paris mayor unveils (Feb 7, 2020) a "15-minute

city" plan to reform the Paris into

a

collection of walkable neighbourhoods.
Ottawa revised OCP (2019) aims to create o'1S-minute neighbourhoods" within the
capital,

Melbourne's long-term land-use plan aims to give people the ability to meet their
daily needs within a 2O-minute walk, bike, or local transit trip from home,
Portland, Detroit, Dallas, and Chicago are all exploring versions of the l5-minute
neighbourhood.
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Updates and Implications as of May 8. 2020

Health Impacts

o

o
o
o
o

On i[i4;ay 6, the Provincial Health Officer stressed the importance of restricting
social interactions to 35-40 0/o of normal. Physical distancing and other safety
measures will be required until an effective vaccine has been widely distributed.

Although BC has among the lowest Covid case rates in Canada, all the risk
factors that contributed to the initial outbreaks remain. Case clusters will likely
continue sporadically in BC throughout 2020 and perhaps into202l.
Contrary to previous claims, the advance of warm summer weather is unlikely to
reduce the spread ofthe coronavirus.l

Medical professionals speculate it could be 12 to l8 months before a vaccine is
developed.2 However, others suggest that time estimate is optimistic, pointing out
the long chain of events that must take place before vaccine immunity takes
effect.3 Return to normal may be delayed for 36 months or longer.a
What these health impacts mean:
Sidney is about to enter a new pandemic phase (mid-May), one marked by
continued physical distancing, face masks, isolation, surface cleaning, and
ongoing threats.

This phase will likely include sporadic outbreaks in coming months,
perhaps on the Saanich Peninsula, requiring a retum to stringent controls.
This phase of health risk and uncertainty could last 12 to 36 months.
Economic Impacts

o

o
o
.

The BC Restart Plan announced Phase 2, beginning in mid May, where businesses
may operate under enhanced protocols.s Re-opening businesses and non-profit
organizations will be measured and staged over many months.6
Businesses and events that draw large gatherings, such as conventions, live
shows, and concerts will likely remain closed until a vaccine is available.
Businesses that rely on international tourism

ayear.

will likely lack

customers for at least

Classroom instruction is not expected to resume until September, at the earliest.

I "Study pours cold water on hopes that warm weather will defeat Covid-19," The Toronto Star, May 7,2020
o'BC's Restart Plan - Next steps to move BC through the pandemic
l'lr4ay 6,2020
3
"How Long Will a Vaccine Really Take?" Stuart A. Thompson, New York Times, April 30,2020
a
"Laurie Garrett warns pandemic may last 36+ months," from Democracy Now podcast, May 6,2020.
5
"BC's Restart Plan - Next steps to move BC through the pandemic," May 6,2020
6
Pandemic-related carnage in the B.C. job market is hitting young workers the hardest, Ken Peacock, Jock
Finlayson, BC Business Council Report, l/.ay 04,2020
2
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a

Guidance documents for the safe design and operation of individual industries are
available or under development through BC Public Health and Safety Guidelines
and V/orkSafeBC.

o

What these economic impacts mean:

As some workers return to re-opened businesses, others will remain
unemployed or under-employed, leading to concerns for the necessities of
housing, food, and telecommunications.
Economic impacts can be expected to persist until the regional population
acquires widespread immunity through infection or vaccine. Business
recovery will be slow and will challenge Town revenues in the future.
Social Impacts

.

o
o
o

Assault and harassment crimes increased 150 % in Sidney in the first quarter
2020 compared to 2019. Domestic violence increased 6l yo.7

of

The Canadian Mental Health Association is reporting a'major increase' in
demand for mental health services.s On May 3, the Prime Minister announced
$240 million to support virtual mental health servicese.
Recent survey by Nanos Research indicated the number of Canadians
experiencing constant stress has doubled since the pandemic.s As rates of mental
illness continue to rise, experts predict it to be the 'next wave' of the pandemic. l0
What these social impacts mean:
I

As emergency benefits and eviction moratoriums inevitably lift, people with
accrued debt and large interest payments will face renewed stresses and
potential homelessness.

I

As health data suggests, risk of transmission is "negligible" in outdoor
settings. The Town can support safe interactions by ensuring outdoor
environments are comfortable and conducive to personal exchanges. This
involves prioritizing active transport and reducing car-use.
The usual summer activities for kids will be limited. The Town can facilitate
outdoor activities in residential streets ("Play Streets").
Creating safe streets and public spaces for people to interact will support
physical and mental well-being, reducing the risk of virus transmission.

7 Sidney 2020
Ql Statistical Crime Summary. April 27,2020, SidneyÀ{orth Saanich RCMP.
8 Calls grow for feds to prepare for'echo pandemic'of mental illness post. Monika Gul, April 16,2020
e Canadians' stress levels increasing during coronavirus pandemic. Ryan Flanagan, CTV News. May 6,2020.
r0
Mental illness will be'next wave' of COVID-19 pandemic, epidemiologist says, E. Uguen-Csenge. CBC News. Apr 04,2020.
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As of May 8

1. Assess the Situation

1.1 Collect data on aspects of the community (or Peninsula, Capital Region). (For health
I status,
health services, residents, businesses, emplovment, socialdistress).
May I
1.2 Prepare maps for public and EOC use.
2. Support Health Services
May

2.1 ldentify facilities available to support medical health response.
Done
2.2 Help residents of care & nursing homes connect digitally with families
2.3 Coordinate community groups offering home support to individuals.
2.4 Coordinate support for morgues, funeral homes
May I
2.5 Promote use of non-surgicalface-masks in public realm.
May I
2.6 Support contact tracing efforts by health officials.
3. Provide Housing Options
Underway 3.1 Support
housing for persons with no-fixed address.
3.2 ldentify temporary housing for evacuees (e.9., structure fire) during pandemic
May 8
3.3 Locate temporary housing for individuals required to self-quarantine
4. Enhance Food Security
Underway 4.1 Support localfood bank operations.
May I
4.2 Promote and support localfood gardening
5. CoordinateWell-Being
Underuvay 5.1 Facilitate recreation that enables socialdistancing
Underway 5.2 Survey the general public to identify conditions, needs.
May 8
5.3 Coordinate neighbours helping each other, neighbourhood pods
5.4 Coordinate volunteer call lines to relieve isolation among seniors
5.5 Help residents access available financial assistance at all government levels.
5.6 Protect community culture by rescheduling, re-planning special events
May I
5.7 Enhance public engagement within the commu nity
6. Augment Personal and Property Security
May 8
6.1 Promote Block Watch programs to enhance safety and property protection
7. Assist Local Businesses
Undenray 7.1 Direct consumers to accessible businesses within the community
Done

Underway

7.2 Assist businesses seeking to meet new health requirements.

Underuvay

7.3 Relax municipal tax and utility payments to reduce economic losses
7 .4 Create a Critical lnfrastructure Rest Stop to support critical supply chain deliveries.
7.5 Survey businesses to identify conditions, needs.
7.6 Offer a help line for all local businesses.
7.7 Advise local businesses on accessing financial assistance
7.8 Assist local businesses re-open with Covid safety measures.
7.9 Open Beacon Avenue to pedestrian-only shopping, food service
7.10 Help local businesses convert marketing, sales to digital format.
7.11 Help local businesses pivot to new services and/or products.

Undenivay

Underway

May

I

May

I

May

I
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8.

Engage Gommun

I

Covid Pandemic, EMBC Task No. 206451

Resources

8.1 Develop a d
of community resources to assist with pandemic.
8.2 E
e a wide range of commun
resources in selected
9. Continue Public Se¡vices
Done
9.1 Revise fire department staffin to 24-hr daily hall
9.2 Develop Town policies to a nticipate that recovered staff may be immune.
9.3 Document procedures and cross-train personnel in essential Town services
8
9.4 Adapt ESS services to account for Covid
10. Advance Urban Design
May

I

10.1

Examine urban design options

Sma¡t Risk Control, lnc.
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Report to Gouncil
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

SUBJECT

Mayor and Gouncil
Alison Verhagen, Senior Manager of Current Planning
May
FILE NO.: 7130-30
Pandemic Recovery Planning: Pedestrian and Business use of Public Space in
the Downtown Gore

21,2020

PURPOSE:
To provide Councilwith options for increasing public space for pedestrians and businesses in the
downtown commercial area.

BACKGROUND:
The Town's Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) has been working on identifying emerging
needs in the community due to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, and coordinating
resources to meet those needs. During the first wave of the pandemic, there was a significant
reduction in pedestrian traffic as many commercial businesses closed and people stayed home
as much as possible in response to Provincial direction and public health orders. Now that the
Province has entered Phase 2 of the Restart Plan, more local businesses are starting to reopen,
including restaurants and cafes, and pedestrian levels are slowly increasing.
EOC staff anticipate a greater demand than usual for outdoor seating space for restaurants, cafes

and pubs, as well as for general outdoor commercial space, as businesses develop plans for
reopening in compliance with Provincial protocols and seek ways to provide more space for
patrons to shop or dine.
DISGUSSION:
Conflicting demands for sidewalk space are expected to occur as general pedestrian levels, the
number of open businesses, and outdoor seating demands from food vending businesses and
other commercial businesses all increase while Provincial protocols for physical distancing are
still in place. Sidewalks in the downtown area are constructed at varying widths, with some
sections of sidewalk being significantly wider than others and allowing more space for multiple
users. The Town's Sidewalk Café Regulations and Licensing Bylaw No. 2177 allows for the
issuance of licenses to permit outdoor restaurant and café tables, chairs, umbrellas and planters
to extend out beyond property line onto the public sidewalk area that directly fronts the particular
business. These licenses are issued annually and expire at the end of the calendar year.
Options for increasinq pedestrian space and outdoor business options:

L

Repurpose on-street public parking spaces.
Repurposing some on-street parking spaces would create more space for pedestrian flow,
outdoor restaurant seating, and customer line ups for businesses. At the present time,
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while pedestrian volumes are still relatively low compared to normal, staff see only a few
locations where this may be warranted, that being in areas where several food service
businesses are ¡n close proximity and the existing sidewalk is not very wide. One such
location is the south side of Beacon Avenue east of Second Street, along the business
frontages of the Beacon Café, Sidney Bakery, Style Coast clothing store, Canada Post
Office, and Quince Café. This may be one location to begin the repurposing of two or more
on-street parking spaces for pedestrian and outdoor commercial uses. Protection from
vehicle traffic would be installed in the form of concrete planters, currently in storage at
the Town Yard, to delineate the space and signage installed. Town staff in the EOC,
Engineering, Public Works, and Parks departments collaborate to arrange for safe
selection and delineation of the repurposed parking spaces.
Staff note that in the past, potential changes to the location and supply of public parking
in the downtown have generated a diversity of opinions from local business owners,
residents, and general community members. At this point in the pandemic recovery, staff
suggest that repurposing on-street parking spaces only be done for safety reasons where
pedestrian pinch-points are seen to occur repeatedly, that being where customer line ups
outside stores leave little room for pedestrians to pass safely. This approach was one
potential option for examining urban design options to respond to the pandemic as
researched by Smart Risk Control, lnc., a company retained by the Town to assist the
EOC Planning section. EOC Business Liaison ambassadors have observed that customer
line up levels around the downtown vary throughout the day, and are keeping other EOC
staff informed on these pinch points and "hot spots" as they occur. lf the situation evolves
to a point where EOC staff are considering wholesale repurposing of larger sections of onstreet parking, then staff would come back to Council to discuss engagement with the
community prior to making those changes. However, if the situation evolves quickly in a
way that creates an immediate health or safety concern, the EOC would attempt to contact
Council in an expedient manner, then would take action to address the concerns and
advise Council by memo.

2.

Close a portion of Beacon Ave to traffic entirely (still allowing emergency vehicles), either
at certain hours of the day, certain days of the week, or on a limited trial basis.

This option would create a significant expansion of pedestrian space and would allow
businesses more space to expand out into the street area, via the Sidewalk Café License
process. Staff are of the opinion that more engagement with the downtown business
community would be beneficial before this option is explored in detail, given potential
impacts on those businesses. lf pedestrian levels, business activity, and requests for
outdoor restaurant and café seating all increase significantly while physical distancing
orders are still in place, closing a greater portion of the street(s) to traffic may be warranted
to optimize community safety. ln that case, the reasons for changing street use would
have to be made clear to the community in order to prevent a misunderstanding that it was
done as a community event or tourist attraction, since the Provincial restriction on
gatherings over 50 people is still in place. Again, it is the opiníon of the EOC, that this
should only be undertaken for health and safety reasons to ensure physical distancing
and not as an opportunity for a pilot project on "pedestrian streets".
It is important to note that closing streets would require Public Works staff time in addition
EOC Business Liaison ambassador time. The Public Works time will not be
reimbursable by Emergency Management BC, and further, this department is currently
under-staffed due to the postponement of hiring auxiliary staff for the year. Either some

to

/
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scheduled work would be postponed to allow for this redirection of staff, or the Town
moves ahead with hiring auxiliary staff with the awareness that expand¡ng staffing may
not be susta¡nable in a year where the overall economy is expected to be negatively
affected due to the pandemic.

3.

Allow businesses other than food services to obtain sidewalk licenses for use of public
space.

The option of allowing any requesting commercial business to expand out into the
sidewalk area via the Sidewalk Café license has been suggested in order to "level the

playing field" for all businesses in the downtown. This would require an amendment to the
Sidewalk Café Regulations and Licensing Bylaw. There may be concerns that allowing
more types of businesses to extend out onto the sidewalk and potentially into the
repurposed street areas would add to pedestrian congestion and would not aid in
improving physical distancing.

4.

Allow outdoor restaurant and café seating in off-street parking spaces (i.e. located on
private property)

This would allow food service busínesses that have off-street park¡ng spaces to repurpose
some of those spaces as areas for outdoortables and chairs. Not all downtown restaurants
and cafes have off-street parking spaces but some do, and this change may alleviate
some demands for use of public space. This change would require an amendment to the
Off-Street Parking and Loading Bylaw, which if deemed desirable, could be approved in a
single council meeting as no public hearing would be required..

The options listed and discussed above are summarized below for Council's consideration

1. Monitor pedestrian hot spots and repurpose on-street

parking spaces to pedestrian use
or outdoor restaurant and café seating use in these locations.
Staff would report back to Council if the volume of pedestrians or demand for
commercial use of public space escalates to a point where repurposing whole
block faces of on-street parking spaces or closing streets to traffic appear to be
warranted.
Amend the Off-Street Parking Bylaw to allow the use of some required off-street spaces
for restaurant, café or pub outdoor seating
This would allow the use of private property currently occupied by parking spaces
to be used as outdoor seating areas.
Amend the Sidewalk Café Regulations and Licensing Bylaw to allow sidewalk café space
to extend out beyond the edge of the sidewalk and into the street, to be reviewed on a
case by case basis.
This change would give staff the option to issue a license that allows tables, chairs,
umbrellas, screens and portable planters in a repurposed on-street parking space.
Amend the Sidewalk Café Regulations and Licensing Bylaw to allow commercial
businesses other than food services to apply for licenses to expand their operations out
into the public right of way.
This change would allow any commercial business to apply for increased outdoor
space.

.

2.

o

3.

o

4.

o
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5. Conduct public engagement on the issue of convert¡ng

a significant amount of on-street
parking and closing Beacon Avenue to regular traffic in order to increase pedestrian and
outdoor commercial space.
This would gather feedback from the community on potential changes to public
space in the downtown. lt is also important to note that this willtake some time and
staff resources.
Consider options for closing portions of Beacon Avenue to regular traffic.
lf Council is of the opinion that more proactive steps are warranted at this stage of
recovery, then staff can report back with options for street closures"

¡

6.

.

EOC staff are of the opinion that options 1,2, and 3 are relatively straightfonruard to carry out and
would be beneficial to support recovery efforts. Options 4, 5, and 6 could be revisited if the
situation escalates to a point where a significant increase in pedestrian space and outdoor
business space as well as additional support for the business community are warranted.

This report focuses on pedestrian space and commercial businesses in the downtown core.
Several letters were received by Council at the Regular meeting of April 27 ,2020, requesting that
consideration be given to increasing street areas for pedestrians in a wider range of locations
around Sidney. Several options for doing this were identified by Smart Risk in the previously
mentioned project summary on Examining Urban Design Options, which EOC staff are
considering. lf Council wishes to explore the idea of partial or full street closures in residential
areas at this point in time, then staff would report back with options for consideration by Council.

It is important to note that these changes would be temporary in nature, only in effect for the

necessary Provincially-designated phases of the Restart plan. When the pandemic subsides and
recovery phases 3 and 4 of the Provincial Restart plan are determined to be complete, i.e. physical
distancing requirements are lifted and food service businesses can operate at pre-COVID-19
levels, then staff would bring fonrvard bylaw amendments to repeal changes made as pandemic
recovery actions and repurposed on-street parking spaces would be returned to their original use.
Feedback and ideas for more permanent changes would be channeled back into regular Town
operations and policy planning processes, including to Council for consideration at their annual
Strategic Planning sessions. These temporary changes may well serve as pilot projects for more
long term urban design changes in the Town, but they are being proposed at this time as
measures to support the community as we recover from the COVID-19 pandemic.

FINANCIAL ¡MPLICATIONS:
The Town has a supply of concrete planters in storage at the Yard, which could be used to provide

a level of protection in repurposing on-street parking spaces to become pedestrian spaces or

outdoor seating for food vendors. Moving the planters to new locations and then back to the Yard
at the end of the phase of recovery would result in minor costs. There may be some cost to public
engagement with the business community in regards to potential street closures or loss of onstreet parking spaces, depending on the level of engagement undertaken. Some costs associated
with EOC operations and emergency recovery are reimbursed by the Province through
Emergency Management BC (EMBC). Staff working in the Finance Section of the EOC continue
to track costs and submit requests for funding and reimbursement as EOC operations continue.
EOC Administration and Business Liaison ambassador work would be reimbursable although
Public Works staff time spent on recovery actions would not.
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RECOMMENDATION:

1.

2.
3.

That staff mon¡tor the situation around pedestr¡an levels, lineups for commerc¡al
businesses and demand for outdoor seat¡ng for food vend¡ng businesses,
addressing p¡nch po¡nts as they ar¡se by repurpos¡ng on-street park¡ng spaces as
protected pedestr¡an spaces or outdoor seat¡ng areas, with the expectat¡on that
staff will report back to Council and public engagement occur if closing streets to
traffic or repurposing entire block faces of on-street parking spaces is warranted.
That staff be directed to bring forward an amendment to Off-Street Parking and
Loading Bylaw No. 2140 to allow outdoor seat¡ng associated with restaurants and
cafes in a portion of required off-street parking spaces, for consideration by
Council.
That staff be directed to bring forward an amendment to Sidewalk Gafé Regulations
and Licensing Bylaw No.2177 to allow sidewalk café areas to extend out beyond
the edge of the sidewalk and into the street, for consideration by Council.

Respectfully submitted,

I concur,
.-- I

'
Alison Verhagen, MCIP RPP
Senior Manager, Current
Planning/
EOC Recovery Director

"'/ .ì'o t

I concur,

f

Brett Mikkelsen, PMP
Fire Chief/EOC Director

Randy Humble, MCIP RPP
Chief Adm inistrative Officer
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REPORT TO COUNCIL
TO:

Mayor and Council

FROM:

Bruce DeMaere, Manager of Engineering

DATE:

May 19,

SUBJECT:

KEL,SET (REAY) CREEK CONTAMTNATTON REMEDTATTON AND DAM
UPDATE

2020

FILE:

524O-2O

PURPOSE:

To provide Council with a status update on the Ket,SET (Reay) Creek Pond contamination
remediation project.

BACKGROUND:

Ïransport Canada (TC) has accepted responsibility for the clean-up of contaminated sediments
in KEL,SET (Reay) Creek Pond and is planning to complete the remediation in 2020.
DISCUSSION:

Through a telephone conference, TC informed the Town that work continues in preparation to
remediate the pond. TC still feels the KEL.SET (Reay) Creek Remediation project will proceed
this year, however they are behind schedule by approximalely 2 weeks, starting at least a couple
weeks into the June 1Sth fisheries window.
TC is currently putting the finishing touches on the construction tender document and are hoping
to post the tender either the end of the week May 18th or early the week of May 25th. The tender
will be posted for a two week period. During that period they will have an electronic virtual bidders
meeting. TC advised that they haven't yet contacted the neighbours as they want to first ensure
that the project is proceeding.

The determination of the Town's dam upgrades happening concurrently with the TC pond

remediation will depend on the selection of the contractor (successful bidder) for the remediation
component and their capacity and willingness to undertake both projects. The Town will not be
permitted to have two different contractors operating on the site.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
That Council receive this report for information
Respectf ully submitted,

I concur,

ruce DeMaere
Manager of Engineering

Humble
Chief Administrative Officer
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REPORT TO COUNCIL
TO

Mayor & Council

FROM:

Paula Kully, Executive AssistanUGommunications Goordinator

DATE:

May 13,2020

SUBJECT:

FUNDING ALLOCAT¡ON FOR CANADA DAY CELEBRAT¡ONS

FILE NO.:

PURPOSE:

To seek Council's approval to allocate a portion of the current Canada Day budget to support a
modified Canada Day initiative.
BACKGROUND:
Sidney's Canada Day celebrations normally take place over several days and are referred to as
"Sidney Days". Events include Canada Day Eve on June 30th in Beacon Park, with cultural
performances, live music, food trucks and the Fireworks Show, coordinated by the Town of
Sidney. Canada Day starts with a pancake breakfast, the Parade, Family Fun Fair and the
Slegg Build-a-Boat race, coordinated by the Peninsula Celebrations Society with support from
the Town. The Sidney BIA hosts a Sidewalk Sale and in recent years, the Mary Winspear
Centre has hosted Dinner en Rouge the weekend prior to Canada Day.
DISGUSSION:

Due to COVID-19, all major gatherings during the summer of 2020 have been cancelled by
Order of the Provincial Health Officer. This includes Sidney's Canada Day Celebrations.

ln response, members of the Sidney Events Advisory Group (SEAG) have been working on
developing alternate events and initiatives to celebrate Canada Day. Now, more than ever,
residents are in need of something to distract them from the anxiety and isolation that has
accompanied the pandemic and the need for physical distancing.
SEAG member organizations are developing a program of virtual events and other initiatives
including an art contest, a community-wide singing of O Canada, house decorating and others.
Councilwill be provided with a full program once it has been confirmed.
Currently, the Mary Winspear Centre in partnership with the Peninsula Celebrations Society and

the Sidney Business lmprovement Area Society are working on a feature initiative called,
Sidney's Canada Day Live from the Mary Winspear Centre. The initiative will consist of a
one-hour pre-recorded film showcasing the following:
a

Headlining local performers including Aaron Pritchett, Michael Kaeshammer, Sunny
Shams, Edie Daponte, and Mike Demurs from the Lonely (2-3 songs per artist)

.
.
.
.

Address from Sidney Mayor
Address from community groups and local businesses
Welcome message from Town Crier, Kenny Podmore
Address from Elizabeth May

Canada Day Live from the Mary Winspear Centre (MWC) will be posted on partner websites
(Town of Sidney, Mary Winspear Centre, Peninsula Celebrations Society, Sidney BIA) and
promoted heavily through Facebook to allow all people the opportunity to celebrate Sidney and
Canada from the safety of their homes. The Mary Winspear Centre, Peninsula Celebrations
Society, the Sidney Business lmprovement Area Society, and Town staff are confident that with
the proper promotion, this feature will reach thousands of people, and will bring much needed
light and enjoyment to Sidney residents.
F¡NANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

:

The Town of Sidney is being asked to contribute $5,000 towards the Canada Day Live from the
MWC initiative. The Sidney BIA and Peninsula Celebrations Society will both contribute $3,000
to $5,000. Funds will go towards the artist budget, Mary Winspear Centre tech & filming,
videography, and digital/print advertising and promotions.
There are no financial implications, as the Town has an annual budget of $11k for Canada Day
fireworks and rentals, which will not be used forthose purposes this year due to the COVID-19
restrictions.
RECOMMENDATION:
That Council approves the allocation of $5,000 from the annual Canada Day budget to support
Sidney's Canada Day Live from the Mary Winspear Centre.
Respectfully

la

Executive

su

bmitted,

ly

I concur,

Coordinator

I concur,

Hicik, Di

of Corporate Services

y Humble,
Chief Adm inistrative Officer
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REPORT TO COUNCIL
TO:

MAYOR & COUNCIL

FROM:

Andrew Hiciko Director of Corporate Services
Troy Restell, Manager of Finance

19,2020

DATE:

M.ay

SUBJECT:

2019 YEAR END FINANCIAL RESULTS

FILE NO.

1880-20

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this report is to provide information on the 2019 operating results, and to update
the status of the Town's accumulated operating surplus.
BACKGROUND:
The Town adopted Council Policy FN-012in2003 to establish adequate levels of Surplus from
Operations. A copy of the policy entitled Surplus Monies is attached as Schedule A. The policy
sets out the purposes for establishment, the adequate levels as a percentage of annual revenues,
proposed uses of the funds, and methods of replenishing any shortfalls. The policy remains
relevant and useful to this day; no changes are recommended at this time.

The Town also follows Council Policy FN-008, amended in 2011, which outlines the financial
repofts that are presented to Mayor and Council each year. This is the last of the three regular
financial reports, presenting the year end results by department, and capital projects, with
explanations for significant variations.
DISGUSSION:

The tables below provide a summary of the 2019 Surpluses or Deficits from Operations,
accumulated surpluses from operations, and adequacy of the surpluses per policy FN-012 for
each of the Town's operating funds.

General Operatinq Fund
2019 Surplus from Operations
2019 repayment of Surplus from Community Safety Building
Prior year's accumulated Surplus from Operations balance

Accumulated Surplus from Operations at December 3f , 20lg
Minimum required level of surplus as per Policy FN-012 (2ío/o)
Surplus available at December 31,2A19
2020 budgeted use of Surplus for Operating
2020 budgeted use of Surplus for COVID Tax Reduction
Projected surplus available at end of Z02B

$ 449,592
974,526

2,279,995
3,703,103
(2 990,491)
712,612
(427,181)
(548,857)

$

{263,426}
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Garbaqe Utilitv
2019 Surplus from Operations
Prior year's accumulated Surplus from Operations balance

21,872
134,411

Accumulated Surplus from Operations at December 31, 2019
Minimum required level of surplus as per Policy FN-012 (10o/o)
Surplus available at December 31, 2019
2020 budgeted Surplus from Operations
Projected surplus available at end of 2020

f 56,283

(56,628)
99,655
11

660

$ 111,315

Water Utilitv
2019 Deficit from Operations
Prior year's accumulated Surplus from Operations balance

Accumulated Surplus from Operations at December 31, 2019
Minimum required level of surplus as per Policy FN-012 (Ao/o)
Surplus available at December 31, 2019
2020 budgeted use of Surplus for Operating
Projected surplus available at end of 202A

{84,876}
448 561
363,685
(202,547)
161,138
(153,278)

$ 7,960

Sewer Utilitv
2019 Deficit from Operations
Prior year's accumulated Surplus from Operations balance
Accumulated Surplus from Operations at December 31, 20lg
Minimum required level of surplus as per Policy FN-012 (10Yo)

Surplus available at December 31, 2019
2020 budgeted use of surplus for Capital Projects
2020 budgeted use of Surplus for Operating
Proiected surplus available at end oî 2A2O

(26,384)
906 540

880,156
(221,237)
658,919
(163,600)

(126,238)
$ 369,081

The above tables indicate that all funds are at adequate levels of operating surplus, as per policy,
at Dec 31,2019. Additionally, the Water fund has a secondary subset of surplus called the Water
Stabilization reserve, with a balance of $104,b00; this source may be used to supplement any
temporary shortages in the Water Utility that would otheruvise require a rate adjustment to ensure
an adequate long-term surplus balance. An adequate level of surplus remains in the General
operating fund at the end of 2019; while the table above indicates a projected shortfall at the end
of 2020, we are not likely to use the entire amount of surplus that was put in place to balance the
operating budget for the year.

It is important to note that all the above 2019 Surpluses from Operations are a measure of
operating results against the budget; in the recently-presented financial statements, the Town's
surpluses are measured differently, as required by international accounting rules. The results
presented in this variance report are more indicative of Town performance during last year. The
financial statements provide a useful, alternative perspective on the Town's financial status, and
flexibility to provide future services.
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Overall, financial results tor 2Q19 met general expectations, with both revenues and expenses
mostly following budget and trends established in previous years. As indicated in the summary
tables, two of the four operating funds realized deficits from operations; however, a consolidated
Surplus from Operations of $360,204 was realized. General Operating realized an operating
surplus of $449,592; this resulted from better than expected revenues and operational savings.
On the revenue side, development activity resulted in better than expected revenues from permits
and fees charged on cost-recoverable work, and the investment portfolio realized better than
expected returns. On the expense side, savings were realized with the RCMP policing contract
due to temporary vacancies, and within some Public Works programs, savings were achieved as
various maintenance programs were partly deferred in order to focus on infrastructure renewal
projects, as well as on cost-recoverable work associated with development.

The 2019 Financial Plan also included a budgeted transfer of $350,000 from surplus to fund
General Operating expenses; however, as anticipated, the positive year end results meant that
this transfer was not required to balance operations for the year.
The Garbage Utility, which operates on a cost recovery basis, realized a surplus from Operations
of $21,872; this surplus was expected, as part of the plan to ensure garbage collection rates for
residents and businesses remained unchanged for the duration of the S-year garbage collection
contract. The contract includes cost increases to the Town in each year; in order to keep user
rates constant throughout the contract, rates have been set to produce surpluses in the first couple
of years, to offset expected deficits in the latter years of the contract. The garbage collection
contract was extended in 2019 for an additional S-year period, and user rates are expected to
remain at current levels over the entire term.

Water Utility revenues and expenses are usually budgeted each year using trends from previous
years, along with anticipated changes in operation. Deviations from expected results are often a
factor of the volume of water consumption in a given year. ln 2019, a deficit of $84,876 was
realized, as compared to the budgeted deficit of $110,766 (essentially, a $26,000 variance from
expectations). Although water consumption was close to budget, savings were achieved in some
maintenance programs resulting in a lower than expected deficit. \n2019, increases to the Town's
water user rate, the first since 2011, and the water parcel tax, the first since 2012, helped to
stabilize the Water Utility, allowing it to maintain sufficient surplus and reserves to ensure that the
water infrastructure is well maintained.
The Sewer Utility budget is also based on trends from previous years. ln 2019, the Sewer Utility
realized a deficit of $26,384, which was less than the budgeted deficit of $132,025. The less than
budgeted deficit was from savings achieved in some maintenance programs, but mostly from the
payment to the CRD for the Town's share of operating the Saanich Peninsula Wastewater
Treatment Plant being $72,000 less than budget. Like the Water Utility, a parceltax rate increase
was put in place for 2019, in anticipation of future cost impacts.

ln 2020, anticipated completion of a review of the Water and Sewer Utility rate structures will
provide vital information in future rate setting. lt will take into account recent trends, as well as
existing and forecasted levels of surplus and expenditures in both the Water and Sewer Utility
funds. The intended outcome is a more sustainable rate structure for both utilities, to ensure more
effective recovery of both fixed and operating costs of the utilities.
ln the attached Schedule B, actual results are presented by department or activity in each of the
Town's operating funds, and also by capital project, with the resulting variance from budget. The
operating results are presented on a net basis; that is, revenues and expenses have been
combined and presented as a single amount. An incomplete view of financial results can result
when revenues and expenses are presented separately, whereas results presented on a net basis
are more indicative of overall results. This differs significantly from the financial statements,
where revenues and expenses are reported separately, and are based on accounting definitions
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of what constitutes a revenue or an expense. The Capital results are presented on an expenditure

basis (i.e. actual expenditures vs budget).

Actual and budget amounts represented as negative are net revenues, while positive amounts
are net expenses. ln the Variance column, a positive number indicates that net expenditures
were below budget, or that revenues exceeded budgeted expectations. A negative number
indicates that the budget has been exceeded, or in the case of net revenues, that revenues came
in below expectations. Significant factors contributing to the operating and capital results, and
notable variances from budget, are outlined below, with note numbers corresponding to the
figures presented in the attached Schedule B.
General Operating Fund

1)

General Revenue is comprised mostly of property taxes (including penalties & interest), grants
in lieu of taxes (gov't agencies & utilities exempt from property taxes), provincial and federal
grants, traffic fine revenue, and interest generated from the Town's investment portfolio.
General Revenue actuals exceeded budget by $654,000 mostly due a one{ime doubling of
the Gas Tax transfer to municipalities as part of the 2019 federal budget which resulted in the
Town receiving $1.095 million of funding, as compared to the originally expected amount of
$549,000. ln addition, the investment portfolio exceeded expected returns by $183,000. This
was partially offset from the Town's U.S. holdings bank account realizing a foreign exchange
loss of $67,500. lt is important to note that the foreign exchange loss is simply an accounting
practice to recognize the decrease in value as of December 31"1; no funds from the Town's
U.S. bank account were actually converted into CDN dollars. The previous two years realized
large exchange gains, offsetting any temporary losses realized this past year. The Town does
not budget for the foreign exchange gain or loss, so it is always part of the year-end variance.

2)

General Administration results were better than budget mainly due to the Driver Services
function a profit centre budgeted to realize annual net revenues - where commissions
exceeded operating costs by a greater than expected margin; the Computer Services function
also realized savings on its contracted services, as well as a large credit for switching our
mobile phone contract to a new provider. Maintenance of the Town Hall during the year was
also completed under budget.

3)

The policing contract was $334,000 less than budget due to savings realized from temporary
absence of members due to illness, disability or reassignment; costs relating to these
absences are not charged directly to the Sidney detachment. A portion of these savings
($83,400) was set aside for anticipated future salary increases, while an additional $152,000
was transferred to reserves for future RCMP capital projects.

4)

-

Permit revenues, including building, plumbing and demolition fees, were higher than budget

due to higher than projected development activity; it is anticipated that these levels of
development will continue into 2020. On the expense side, administrative and labour savings

were achieved within Building lnspection.

5)

The Roads function finished 2019 al98% of budget; roads staff were busy with capital projects
and some preventative maintenance, and repairs were deferred for a few Roads activities. Of
note, and as a percentage of budget, traffic services, which includes street signs and line
painting, was at 63%; sidewalks, walkways & lanes, which includes repairs and replacement
due to age and damage, was at 7|o/oi and patching & shouldering, which includes asphalt
repairs and crack sealing, was at 92o/o. However, these savings were mostly offset by greater
than normal snowfall in 2019, resulting in 3160/o of the snow clearing budget being used, or
$76,700 greater than budget.
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The Bus Shelter function had better than expected results, as all anticipated advertising rental
revenues for 2Q19 were received, while expected repairs and maintenance were performed.
This is the result of a BC Transit program that has replaced most of the Town's bus shelters
in recent years, thus requiring less maintenance.

7) This functions involves

maintenance of the Town's parking lots, and is a profit centre that is
budgeted to realize annual net revenues through parking permit fees, as opposed to net
expenses. Higher than expected permit revenue, and minimal repairs and maintenance
performed during the year, resulted in a better than expected outcome.

8)

Docks & Ports is a profit centre budgeted to realize annual net revenues; revenues of note
include recovery of Crown license fees from Port Sidney, Beacon Wharf leases, and annual
rent due from Washington State Ferries. The revenues slightly exceeded budget due to labour
savings for maintenance and repair at Beacon Wharf and Bevan Pier.

9) The Storm Drain program, which includes
largely carried

maintenance and operational inspections, was

out. However, fewer repairs were required than normal, and some

maintenance work was deferred to 2020 to focus on infrastructure renewal projects and costrecoverable work due to development during the year. Repairs to the storm drain system are
needed when problems occur, such as roots in the system, collapsed pipe, relocation of catch
basins, or adding extra drains in areas where drainage patterns have been altered due to
development.
1O)The Solid Waste Disposal function mostly represents the expenses incurred by the Town for
contracted garbage collection, and the offsetting revenues collected through the quarterly
garbage levy billed on the Utility Statement. The function also includes the pickup and
disposal of garbage from public spaces by Town staff and the Town's garbage contractor,
Emterra; an increasing volume of refuse is responsible for the higher than expected expenses.
A budget increase to this function in 2020 reflects this trend.
1

1)Some Parks activities were slightly under budget for the year, while others were slightly over;
overall net results were almost right on budget.

12)Ihe Library function represents rent paid by the Vancouver lsland Regional Library to occupy
the Town's library building, less expenses to maintain the building and grounds. This is a net
revenue budget, where revenues are budgeted to exceed expenses;50o/o of the net proceeds
are shared with North Saanich, who own 50% of the building. The library opened earlier than
expected following renovations, resulting in slightly more net revenue than anticipated.

13)The Fiscal Services function represents transfers to and from internal funds during the year,
debt servicing payments, community support, and other miscellaneous budget items that do
not fall within a departmental budget. The 'lnternal Transfer to Reserves and Other Accounts'
variance of $720,065 resulted largely from unbudgeted transfers to reserve, most of which
were offset with positive variances in General Revenue above; these included the additional
Gas Tax funding received (as discussed in #1), unbudgeted developer contributions of cash
to Amenity and Parking Reserves, and greater than expected interest earnings transferred to
Statutory Reserves. The variance in the 'Other' budget resulted from a gain on disposal of
Town land; all other expenses were on budget.
Water and Sewer Operating Funds

14)ln the Water General Revenue function a deficit (use of surplus) of $110,766 was budgeted
to ensure that only a small user rate increase was needed in 2019; this was possible given
the sufficient level of accumulated water surplus. This budgeted use of surplus, along with
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$17k less than budgeted Sale of Water, was responsible forthe 6124,624 deficit variance
displayed in General (Water) Revenue.
15)Water Operations realized savings in some operational programs due to fewer repairs being
required, and deferral of some maintenance work to 2020 to focus on infrastructure renewal
projects and cost-recoverable work related to development during the year.

16)Given that water user fees and parcel taxes alone do not entirely cover Water Utility
operations, and since a sufficient accumulated surplus balance has been maintained from
prior years' operations, a deficit of $110,766 was budgeted to ensure that only modest user
rate increases were required in 2019, even in light of regular increases in bulk water costs. A
rate increase was approved for 2019 (the first since 2011) to ensure the surplus balance
remains at sufficient levels going fonruard. The 2019 deficit of $84,876was less (just under
$26,000) than budget due to the reasons discussed above.
17)ln the SewerGeneral Revenue a deficit (use of surplus) of $132,025was budgeted; likethe
Water Utility, this was done to ensure that the parcel tax rate increase was modest in 2019.
This budgeted use of surplus, along with a $4,000 shortfall in the collection of user fees, which
is directly correlated to the reduced sale of water noted in #14, was responsible for the
$136,246 deficit variance displayed in General (Sewer) Revenue.
18)As previously noted, Sewer Operations realized a smaller than budgeted deficit due to the
$1.48 million annual payment to the CRD for the Town's share of the Saanich Peninsula
Wastewater Treatment Plant being less than expected, and also from savings achieved in
some maintenance programs
1

9) Due to the factors discussed above, the Sewer Utility realized a smaller than anticipated deficit

of $26,384 in 2019.

Capital Projects
Many capital projects were completed or at least started during the year; several projects have
been carried foruvard for completion, including some that required additional funding as part of the
recent budget deliberations. While many of these projects will have been covered in the 2019
third quarter variance report, repeating the explanations in the year-end report provides a good
summary of operations.

A couple of projects finished over budget, but there was no tax impact, nor impact to operating
results, as funds were either redirected from other tax funded projects that were completed under
budget or, with infrastructure projects, funded from reserves. During the 2019 budget process,
infrastructure projects were reviewed to ensure cost estimates were correct and the scope was
appropriate. However, there is always an element of risk involved with the estimation of

infrastructure projects, and any extra costs of ensuring more complete estimates must be weighed
against the potential for overages.

20)The Computer Replacement Plan is an annual program to replace existing computer
equipment; the expenditures of this program are funded from Computer Reserves. The
reserves are maintained through set annual contributions, to ensure that a consistent amount
is allocated to equipment renewal every year, avoiding the need for lump sum allocations
when the replacement of major network components is required. Some replacements were
procured for less than expected, while some were deferred to 2020; any unused funding
remains in the reserye.
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)This project represents the Town's 50% share of the removal of the Pad Mounted Transformer
that was situated on the Third Street parking lot, and establishment of a new hydro connection
to the Stones Throw condominium building; BC Hydro is responsible for the remaining project
costs.

22)Tempest is a software suite that the Town uses to execute its Land Management, Bylaw
Enforcement, Licencing, Development Activities, Calls for Service and Cash Collection
activities. This project involves a Tempest software enhancement that will allow the Town's
building inspectors to input their inspection results in the field, to look up information on
properties and contacts, and to access mapping features. The project commenced in
November 2018 and was completed in 2019 within budget.
23)OurCity is a responsive web application that will be linked to the Town's website and allow the
public to look up details on permits and development applications and track their progress
from a simple and intuitive interface. OurCity allows the community to serve itself, reducing
requests for information and freeing up valuable staff time. Staff did not have the capacity to
start this project in 2019, so it has been carried fonryard to 2020 for completion.

24)This project involved the programing language upgrade of several web applications on the
Online Services section of the Town's website, such as the Electronic Home Owner Grant,
MySidney, and Payment on Line. The outcome of this upgrade includes a common
application framework (desktop & web) and an interface that makes these web applications
match the look and feel of the Town's website. The project was initiated in 2018 and
completed in 2019 under budget.
25)The RCMP Boiler Replacement project is now complete and involved replacing a failing boiler
with a new, high efficiency dual boiler system. The Town's share of this project was 48o/o',
North Saanich paid 35% and the Province 17%. The projectwas slightly over budget, with
savings in other property tax funded projects redirected to the Town's share of the overage.

26)The Community Safety Building (CSB) is now complete. As previously indicated, final
expenditures in 2019 exceeded the remaining budget due primarily to the need to address

code and safety issues identified by the Airport's building inspection contractor as part of final
inspections leading to occupancy. Some of the overages were covered by additional
recoveries. Staff had started a report on the final costs, along with a full breakdown of funding,
in early March; unfortunately, this had to be set aside to deal with other pressing issues, but
the repod will be delivered to Council in June.

27)The land immediately south of the Mary Winspear site is the location of the Town's new CSB.
An easement is required across MPS lands to provide access to the site. Payments of
$80,000 per year over a 5-year period were negotiated as compensation.

28) This project, finished under budget, involved reorganization of General Duty section of RCMP
Building to improve workflow and deal with space shortages. lt will make better use of
available space by allowing for more efficient operations and eliminating the need for
additional building space.
29)This ongoing annual program is to replace Fire Department equipment, including hoses and
hose appliances, firefighter gear and other specified equipment. The equipment being
replaced has reached the end of its useful life. All unspent funds are being carried foruvard to
2020.
30) This ongoing annual program is to replace Fire Vehicles that reach the end of their use lives,
as per Council Policy FN-019: Mobile Equipment Replacement Plan, completely funded by
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reserves. Replacement of the Town's Squad 1 Fire Engine (fire engine that carries the Jaws
of Life and related extrication equipment) was advanced from 2020 to 2019 due to mechanical
issues and out-of-service time of the previous vehicle. The total costs reflect the purchase of
the new engine and outfitting the new engine. The old engine was sold to the Piers lsland
Volunteer Fire Deparlment, with the proceeds going to reserves to fund Fire vehicle
replacements. Had the sale proceeds been netted against the cost of the new engine, the
project would have been about $9,000 under budget.

31)This Land Reserve funded project involved replacement of the pathway connecting Eight
Street to Bevan Avenue, and was advanced from the 2021 budget. Completed under budget,
the drain component of the project required less excavation and shoring than anticipated;
savings remain in the reserve.

32)The expenses to-date for this project reflect design costs for placing Hydro underground at
Third Street and Sidney Ave; Telus and Shaw will also be put underground at the same time.
The actual physical work will not occur until 2020, so the remaining budget has been carried
fon¡rard. The Town's share for this project will be approximately $t 39,000, to be funded from
the Amenity Reserve
33)These paving infrastructure projects are now complete, with one slightly over budget and the
other two under budget. The net savings of $9,100 were redirected to other infrastructure
projects which were over budget.
34)The employee parking lot is now fully complete, with the majority of funding from the Gas Tax
Reserve; all unused funds remain in this reserve.
35)This budget represents planned expenditures for replacement of Town vehicles at the end of
their useful lives; funded through regular annual contributions to the Vehicle & Equipment
Replacement Plan. Representing the majority of this budget, it was anticipated that the Town's
street sweeper, which has reached the end of its useful life, would be replaced in late 2019,
but this will now occur in 2020.
36)This purchase was initiated in 2019, with possession to occur in2020. Awheel loader is a
versatile piece of equipment that has variable attachments and can also be used as a fork lift
and snow plow; a much more efficient and versatile piece of equipment than what the Town
currently owns.

37)The Town's agreement with Washington State Ferries (WSF) requires that the Town

undertake miscellaneous works related to the Marine Structures, including major maintenance
and capital replacement. This project involved repairing the original protective coating of the
metal beams and supporting piles on the Washington State Ferry (WSF) dock which was
failing in many places due to the exposure to waves and salt water, and corrosion was an
issue. The project is now complete; all surface rust was removed and a new coat of protective
paint was applied. Funding is from reserves, which are sustained mostly through the annual
rents charged to WSF.

38)The Town's agreement with Washington State Ferries (WSF) also requires that the Town
undertake capital works on the ferry terminal buildings. Upgrades to the U.S. and Canada
Customs buildings are expected to occur over the next seveial years, beginning as early as
2020 for the US Customs building. Some of this work will be related to new requirements
imposed under a preclearance agreement between the countries, which is in its final stages
of approval. Staff are currently working on the design of the new US Customs Building with
both WSF and US Customs and Border Protection staff. Additional information on this project
will be brought forward separately once the planning has advanced to the required level.
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39)Following completion of major capital works in the vicinity of Bevan Ave. and Seventh St.,
Town staff became aware that a historically problematic stretch of road, a 130 metre portion
of Bevan south of Seventh Street, had deteriorated to an unacceptable state. This project
finished under budget, with savings directed to other infrastructure projects over budget.
4O)This project involved the replacement of pavement, curb, gutter and sidewalk on Resthaven,
from Mills Road to Henry Ave.; additional grinding work was required and resulted in this
project being over budget. There is no tax impact, as infrastructure projects are funded from
reserves. The overage was netted against savings on other infrastructure projects.

41)This project involves extending the sidewalk on McDonald Park Road from Henry to Mills
Avenue on the West side of Sidney; it was postponed until future plans for the area are
completed, including coordination with North Saanich.

42) Extended the sidewalk on Malaview Ave from Henry Ave to Mills Rd on the West side of
Sidney; like #39, and other infrastructure works, the project is funded from reserves, and the
savings will be re-directed to infrastructure projects that finish over budget.

43)Phase 1 of this Gas Tax funded project is now complete and involved resurfacing and
rebuilding portions on the West Sidney highway bike trail; the project outcome will ensure a
safe bike path that will strengthen connections toifrom the existing residential areas on the
west side of Sidney.

44)Replacement of storm main pipe on McDonald Park Rd, from Firelane#2 to Malaview Ave
This project has been re-budgeted and moved back to 2022.

45)A new sidewalk is to be constructed along Galaran Road, as recommended in the 2017 West
Side LocalArea Plan. 2019 actual costs are related to the work of relocating two community

mailboxes and painting a white fog line to better define a shoulder for pedestrians. Based on
consultation with area residents, actual sidewalk construction has been pushed back to 2023,
to be completed along with the proposed road works.

46)ln October 2018, the Town received a condition assessment report on the Beacon Wharf, with
several short-term repairs recommended. These repairs are required in order to keep the
existing Wharf safe and open to the public. Costs to-date represent the consulting work that
was done to prepare the construction tender; the actualwork commencedin2020.
47)Part of a multi-year project, the installation of pedestrian-oriented information signage in the
downtown core has been completed.

48)ln 2017, the Town acquired additional leased lands from the VAA for construction of the CSB
and an expansion of the public works yard; this project represents the latter. |n2018, grading
work and installation of fencing was completed. Additional grading and relocation of the
Lochside Trail connection was completed in 2019. Additional work remains to be completed
in 2O2O.

49)lt has been determined that this portion of Ardwell Avenue will require a rebuild, not just a

payment overlay. Costs to date reflect exploratory work; the project has been increased by
$100,000 and carried fonruard to 2020 for completion.

50)The Boulder Park project involved replacing the existing playground equipment and making
other landscaping improvements. The 2017 West Side Local Area Plan recommended the
creation of a network of green and open spaces on the west side of Sidney, and this project
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is one of the first steps in achieving this goal. The playground equipment was replaced in

2018, with some additional landscaping completed in 2019.

51)This project improved accessibility along an uneven and storm impacted section of the Town's
waterfront walkway, stretching between the south end of Eastview Park and the access
corridor to First Street. Some components of this project were completed in 2018, others such
as the galvanized railing were completed in 2019. lt was expected some repairs would be
required to the retaining walls, but it was determined this part of the project was not required;
unused funding will remain in reserves.
52)During construction of the Library sidewalk, staff discovered that the base under the existing,
cracked sidewalks was virtually non-existent. As a result, the scope of the sidewalk repairs
had to be increased to ensure a quality outcome, with a longer service life. Consequently,
there was not enough budget remaining to complete the lighting improvements; staff
performed less significant lighting upgrades and this is reflected in the actuals to budget.

53)This budget represents planned expenditures for replacement of Parks vehicles

and
equipment at the end of their useful lives; funded through regular annual contributions to the
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Plan. The planned vehicle replacement in 2019 did not
occur and has been carried fonruard to 202Q.2019 largely involved a reassessment of the
fleet, and as a result, some of the anticipated replacements were deferred.

54) ln September 2019, Council directed staff to retain and renovate the Reay Creek Dam in
place, and engage a consultant to design and tender the renovation of the dam. The dam
renovation will most likely be completed following Transport Canada's pond remediation in
2020. The 2019 expenses represented geotechnical & biological reportsthatwere used to
develop and deliver options to repair, replace or remove the Reay Creek Dam.
55)Modern irrigation systems were installed at Totem Park, Seaside Park and the Rose Garden
to provide better coverage and use less water.

56)2019 costs resulted from the reinstatement of landscaping following phase 1 of this project
completed in 2018. Phase 2 of this project did not commence in 2019, as trenchless
technologies are being investigated to minimize disruption to private property. Replacement
of the Storm Sewer will be done in conjunction with the Sanitary Sewer (note #62) in the area.
S7)This project involved replacement of the water main pipe on Epco Drive, from Weiler Avenue
West to Ocean Avenue West in 2018. The costs realized in 2019 were related to landscape
reinstatement. Costs to complete were less than budget, and savings went to other
infrastructure projects that were over budget, or remained in the reserve.

58)Recent modelling has determined that these water main replacement projects are not
necessary at this time; the replacements have been postponed to future years.

59)Replacement of the main pipe on Vallis Dr, from Bowerbank Rd to End. This project was
initiated in 2019 with completion in 2020.

60)This is a multi-year project to replace outdated and failing water meters, to be funded from
reserves.

61)This budget represents planned expenditures for replacement of Water Department vehicles
and equipment at the end of their useful lives; funded through regular annual contributions to
the Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Plan. The planned vehicle replacement in 201g did
not occur and has been carried fonruard to 2020.
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62)Replacement of Sanitary Sewer work will pedormed in conjunction with Storm work in the
area (refer to #56).
63) None of the budgeted pump station projects, which include pumps, motor controls and access
hatch work, will happen until the condition assessment report for all pump stations is complete.
The condition assessment will address all aspects of the pump stations, so it makes more
sense to wait for this report and determine if other required work can be completed in
conjunction with the currently budgeted work in 2020.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
The 2019 Year End Financial Results reporl is a usefulsummary of the Town's operating results,
and a supplement to the Town's Financial Statements. The report illustrates that the Town
experienced a better than expected operating surplus in General Operating; however, this was
partially offset by deficits in both the Water and Sewer Utilities, albeit both were smaller than
expected. All the operating funds maintain year ending surplus balances that are above policy
levels. Overall, the operating results have demonstrated that the Town is committed to sound
financial management, and there are no areas of concern with 2019. However, it is anticipated
that the 2020 results will undoubtedly be more challenging due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Please note that the variance report presented here will always differ from the results shown in
the Town's financial statements, as the two measures are intended for different purposes, and
are prepared according to different sets of accounting rules. This variance report more accurately
reflects the Town's results in relation to its budget, and should be the set of numbers that receives
the most attention from Council and the public. The Financial Statements, under existing rules,
are not intended for such an evaluation. However, the two sets of numbers are both part of the
overall measure of the Town's financial position and performance.
REGOMMENDATION:

That this report be received for information.
Respectfully subm itted

Manager of Finance

I concur:

rew Hicik
Director of Corp. Svcs.

I concur:

y Humble
Chief Administrative Officer

.
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SCHEDULE A
TITLE:

Origin:

Adopted:
Amended:

1

SURPLUS MONIES
Finance
Council - October 27,2003

#2003.38.807

Ref:

Page:

1 of

1

To provide adequate working capital to reduce need for temporary borrowing throughout
the year.
lf revenue budgets are not met these are funds available to cover

2

Revenue Stabilization
shortfall.

3

To provide adequate reserve for major disasters or contingencies

4

lnvestment earnings on surplus funds are brought into revenue each year
revenue required from property taxes.

A)

Adequate Levels of Surplus

1.

4.

General Operating Fund
Water Operating Fund
Sewer Operating Fund
Garbage Utility

B)

Surplus Funds in Excess of Adequate Levels

2.
3.

FN-012

25o/o
10o/o
10%o
1Qo/o

to

offset

- 50% of Municipal Property Taxes
- 15% of Water Sales & Water Parcel Tax
- 15o/o of Sewer User Charges & Sewer Parcel Tax
- 15o/o of Garbage User Fees

Surplus funds in excess of the adequate level can be used as follows
2

3

Brought into general revenue to fund Contingencies.
Used as reserve for future expenditures to fund capital work or special projects.
Brought into revenue to stabilize property taxes.

C)

Insufficient Level of Surplus Funds

1

Surplus funds can be increased to adequate levels by:
2.

Retention of annual surpluses until adequate level of surplus funds achieved
Transfers to surplus can be included in the Annual Budget.

D)

Changes to Policy

1.

Council retains the ability to alter the level of surplus or use of surplus funds if such an alteration
is determined to be in the best interest of the Town.
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SCHEDULE B
2019

20t9

YTD Actual

Budget

YTD

ol

Nole

Variance Budget

GENERAL OPERAÎING
GENERAT REVENUE

Toxofion, lnleresl & Gov't Tronsfers

o/o

$ (14,21ó,3e2) $ (1s,562,14e1

$ 6s4,243

('t4,216,3e2) (r3,5ó2,r49) 6s4,243

#

105% I
1Os%

CORPORATE SERVICES

Council
Committees
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

Administrotiv e Serv ices
Finonciol Services

Driver Services
Common Services
Compufer Services

Other

ELECTIONS

Elections & Referendum

211,139

211,258

120

4,000

5,000

r,000

215,139 216,2s8 1,120
621,595

621,200
687,936

z,öz/

too%

(103,0421

(8ó,500)

16,542

119%

,635
479,908

146,329

(r,30ó)

101%

519,550

39,642

92%

(224,857)

(2t2,s321

12,325

106%

147

Fire Proteclion
Emergency Meosures
Bldg I nsepction/Bylow Enforcement

(3e5)

100%

1,ó06,549 r,ó75,983 69,4U 96%
5,197

2,348,869

2,456,929

32,891

33,789

1,408,486

(197)

s,000

5,000

PROTECTIVE SERVICES

Court House

BO%

99%

ó85,309

5,197

Police Prolections

to0%

l,4t

(re7)
r

08,0ó0

1,33ó

104%

104%

96%

89B

97%

2,8s0

100%
96%

40,ó83

42,500

1,817

(32,380)

(r ,800)

35,580

2

2077%
3,793,549 3,942,754 149,20s ?6%

3

4

TRANSPORTATION

Common Services
Roods
Bus Shelters

Porking Lols

Dock & Port Focilities
Storm Droins
Hydronls
ENVIRONMENTAL HEATTH

Solid Wosie & Environmentol Progroms
DEVETOPMENT SERVICES
M

unicipol Plonning

1,112,930

1,099,993

(12,9371

807,538

825,751

r8.2r3

(3,750)

s,692

9,442

(4r,838)

(2s,7711

16,067

(263,54s)

(244,037)

155,192

34,436

r

9,508

03

62,911

38,ó90

4,2s4

21 8,1

1,800,9ó3 1,918,421 117,458

101%

98%
-66%
tó2%
108%

71%

ó
7

I

9

89%

94%

208,798 187.035 (21,763) t12%
208,7?8 187,035 (21,763) 112%
s29,936 s33,700 3,7 64
529,936 533,700 3,764

5

99%

99%

10
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RECREATION & CUTTURE
Porks

1,293,188

1,290,949

Librory

(12,4s6)

Senior's Centre

r 13,431

117,250

Museums

123,470

t2s,938

Debt Servicing
Other
Community Supporl

I'VATER

/

100%

6,256
3,8r9
2,468

ll

201%

12

97%

98%

99%

11,964,871

11,244,226

(720,64s)

106%

512,593

537,487

24,894

95%

03,óe8)

(8,e r 8,500)

85,1 98

102%

(r,550)

100%

(9,

r

ó93,398

r

691,848

4,067,164 3,555,0ó1 (5r2,r03) 114%
Defícit

5

s

(471,¡fó3) $

13

47't,463

UALffi

$

Generol Revenue
Administrolion
Troining

$ (2.r55,ó3ó) $
r,59ó,00ó t,s99,8s4

(2,03r,0r2)

5,250
214,832
299,800

Operotions

lnlernol Tronsfers to Reserves & Olher Accounts
Woler (Surplus) / Deflcit
sÊwER

(2,23e)

1,517,ó33 1,527,937 10,304

HSCAT SERVTCES
lnternol Tronsfers to Reserves & Other Accounts

Generol (Surplus)

(6,2OOl

s

84,876

(124,624)
3,848

16,571

11,321

239,411

24,579

299,800

$

s

94%

14

100%
eaoT

¿L/O

90%

15

100%

l6

(84,876)

uïil.rw

$

Generol Revenue
Adminislrolion

$ (2,354,28e) $
1ó8,212 181,959
5,223 16,657

(2,218,043)

Troining

Operolions
lnlernol Tronsfers to Reserves & Other Accounts
Sewer (Surplus) / Deflclt
Tofol Operoting (Surplus)

/ Deficit

1

s
s

,704,392

3óó,ó00

|

,789,073
3óó,ó00

(136,246)

94%

13,747

92%

11,434

31%

84,681

95%

'.t7

18

100%

2ó,384

S

5

(2ó,384)

(3ó0,203)

$

s

3ó0,203

l9
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2019

2019

YTD

YTDActual

Budget

Variance

%ol

CAPITAT
EARL -

Soflwore Enhoncernenls

Assel Perforrnrrnce Module
orkspoce Efficiency Upgrodes - Town Holl

EARL -

$

4,8ì5

Replocement Plon

73,248

mpest - Our City
mpest - Conversion 1o .NET

Sofety Bldg

P

Box Reviloliztion

hite Birch Storm Droin

lnfro Storm - lhird St, Oceon to Orchord
lnfro Slorm- McDonold Pork, Firelone #2 io Moloview
Sidewolk

Whorf Repoirs
Efficiency Upgrodes - Public Works
oyfinding Signoge

80,000

106,752

5,000

5,000
(1,236)

10,479

r

2,000

r

2,500

ì

2,500

10,320

4B

4,873

r0,000

5,127

5,000
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Paula Kullv

From:
Sent:

FnFF

Info < info@folknfiddle.ca

>

April-02-20 2:24 PM
Bob de Wolff
FnFF Info
Folk 'n Fiddle Festival 2020 Cancellation
Folk 'n Fiddle Fest 2020 Cancellation Announcement.pdf

lo:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

TO OUR SPONSORS (please excuse the bulk mailing)
As will be no surprise, Folk 'n Fiddle Festival 2020 slated June 5-7th, has been cancelled.
The Board felt that there was no realistic chance of having the kind of festival we enjoyed last year. So, we are
starting to plan for the 2021 Festival which is slated to take place June Il - 13,202I.
We recognize that the pandemic has put tremendous strains on our volunteers and members, local businesses,
their staft performers and the general public.

As such, we are not actively soliciting donations at this time. We feel that any funds we would solicit might be
better allocated to those in need (in the short term).
Rest assured, that we

hopefully resolved.

I am attaching

will

be contacting you once the situation surrounding the pandemic has been clarified and

a copy of the letter we posted mid-March.

Should you have any questions or comments, don't hesitate to contact me

WIth respect,
Bob de Wolff

President, Saanich Peninsula Folk

bdewolff@mac.com
Info@fblknfidclle.ca
250.65s.3811

1:ile No_

& Fiddle Festival Society

Dev

Fire
Comments;
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Saanich Peninsula Folk and Fiddle Festival Society
1 725 Shearwater Terrace
N. Saanich, BC VEL 5L4
March 20,2020
PRESS RELEASE
To All Folk 'n Fiddle Festival Supporters, Volunteers, Donors and the Public,

We are cancelling the 2020 Folk 'n Fiddle Festival, scheduled to be centred at the Mary Winspear Centre the weekend
of June 5 through 7th"
Our Board believes it would be irresponsible of us to have a large gathering in the next few months, and we wish to
give as much notice as possible.
We ARE, in a socially responsible way, beginníng to plan for Special Events as soon as that becomes possible, and
gearing up for a vital Festival Weekend in2021.

As such, we shall be contacting all of our volunteers who are the strength of our Society. And, continuing to build our
membêrship (membarsrOfolkn8ddle.ca), and mailing líst (members@folt<nfi de-ca),
ln addition, I shall be reaching out to our past sponsors to discuss our future plans.
We are part of the vibrant Vancouver lsland musical community, and look foruvard to doing our part in the future.
We are considering ways ín which we can still be together, including live streaming, but cannot announce anything
at this time.
Do not hesitate to contact us at info(AfoË<nf¡ddle.ca or my personal email address below.

We WILL get through the pandemic.
On behalf of the Board,
i

,.'(

---'

Bob de Wolff (President)

bdewolff@mac.com

Andrew Hicik
From:
Sent:
To:

FnFF

Info < info@folknfiddle.ca

>

Subject:

Friday, May 15, 2020 L:02 PM
Andrew Hicik
FnFF Info; Lynn Meyer; Sarah Kerrigan;Wendy McBride; Sarah Kerrigan; Bob de Wolff
Re: 2020 Grant

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Cc:

Dear Mr. Hicik
Thank you for your note.
We appreciate the funding, and have two options, at your discretion.

L
You reallocate the $1000 to other needs. Vy'e'd prefer if it could in some way support the arts and the music
community. We recognize that there are many pressing demands, and would prefer to apply again next year.
2. If you would prefer, we will ensure that the funds be used immediately to support the local music
community. We are putting together packages that will improve the quality of 'live streams' and intend to lend them
out 'free' to musicians in our area.
Please advise your decision.

We appreciate the efforts of those actively keeping us safe and supplied with the things we love,

With regards,

Bob de Wolff
President

250.655.3811 (h)
250.589.4852 (c)

Folk'n Fiddle Fest
c/o Mary Winspear Centre,
2243 Beacon Avenue,
Sidney, BC V8L 1Wg
wwlry.folknfiddle.ca

On May 13,2020, at4:54 PM, Andrew Hicik <ahicik@sidne)¡.ca> wrote:
Mr. de

Wolfl

I understand, from your correspondence of April 2, that your event has unfortunately been cancelled for this
year, and that you are not seeking funding for this year, I would like to confirm that this includes the grant from
the Town, which had been previously approved in the amount of $1,000.

Thank you

Andrew Hicik, Director of Corporate Services
Town of Sidney 12440 Sidney Ave. Sidney, BC V8L 1Y7
SET,TINES - WSÁNEÓ Territory
250-655-5410
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File No. 0400-60/20

May 5, 2020

No

Town of Sidney

!l-Yi_

2440 Sidney Avenue
Sidney,
V8L

Finanüe

BC

1.Y7

Dev

,- /

Parks
Public WorKs

Attention: Randy Humble, Chief Administrative Officer

lç!e,!l-RCMP
Comments:

Dear Randy,

Re:

Seruicei;

CRD Harbour Program Service and Open Moorage Management

of Brentwood

(øclr,rçcr.)crrs Q.
4.,["-.. \o s\,-$S Co',-

,

^-4.-tLr\.

forthe management
of Brentwood Bay moorage areas with the provincial government, and we are also exploring other options
for the District to move forward.
As you know, the District of CentralSaanich has been pursuing a Licence of Occupation

Given that both North Saanich and Sidney are exploring their options regarding open water moorage, the

District of Central Saanich would like to suggest we consider an option using an expanded CRD Harbour
Program.
ln that regard Council has directed that the District approach the District of North Saanich, Town of Sidney
and Capital Regional District to work toward a collaborative Saanich Peninsula solution through the Capital
Regional District's (CRD) Harbour Program Service. This supports the Province's position preferring a

consistent and aligned approach to these management issues.
Council has also directed that staff approach the Town of Sidney and District of North Saanich to coordinate

our upcoming Official Community Plan reviews and work to incorporate consistent language in water zones
regarding moorage.
We look forward to working in a coordinated and collaborative approach with the CRD and other members
through the Harbour Program Service, while we continue to work on the Districts' Licence of Occupation
process.

centralsaanich.ca

-

Page 2

ln that regard I would be pleased to host an initial (Zoom or WebEx) meeting to share information and
discuss how we might move ahead together over the next month.

Sincerely,

Paul Murray,
Chief Administrative Officer

Cc: Ruth Malli, Consultant

Bob Lapham, Chief Administrative Officer, CRD
Tim Tanton, Chief Administrative Officer, District of North Saanich

centralsaanich.ca

MUNICIPALITY

T

7030 Trans-Canada
Duncan, BC VgL 6A

OF

T25

Cowlc an

F 250.746.3133

May 4,2020

The Honourable Selina Robinson
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
PO Box 9056 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9E2

By email: MAH.minister@gov.bc.ca

Dear Minister Robinson

Re:

Reinstatement of Financial Hardship Property Tax Deferment program

This letter is to confirm that North Cowichan Council, at its meeting on April 29,2020, endorsed a
motion urging your government to reinstate the Financial Hardship Property Tax Deferment Program,
initially announced in November 2008 by then-Premier Gordon Campbell.
As you may know, this program allowed eligible homeowners facing financial hardship due to the
economic conditions of the day to defer their property tax payments for the following two years, with
no requirement to repay the deferred taxes until the homes were sold or transferred. This program

temporarily expanded eligibility for property tax deferralwhile ensuring local governments would
receive property tax revenues. Our Council is asking that this be done again in the context of the
COVID-19 economic crisis. Our motion - which passed unanimously - reads as follows:

"That the Mayor be authorized to write the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, with copies being
sent to Vancouver lsland municipalíties, to request the reinstatement of the financiol hardship property tax
deferment program to provide support to property owners facing hardships from COVTD-19, who ore not
eligible for the existing property tax deferment progroms".
Sincerely

Al Siebring
Mayor
mayor@ northcowicha n.ca
cc:

North Cowichan Council
Vancouver lsland Municipalities

2020-05-o¿las-ltb_Re¡nstatement

I

www.northcr

of Financial Hardship Property Tax Deferment program

Sandi Nelson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Terry Newsted
Monday, May 04, 2020 !0:52 AM
leonard.krog @ na naimo.ca
info@islandrail.ca; John Horgan - Premier; mayor@qualicumbeach.com;
towncou ncil @ ladysm ith.ca; town@ comox.ca; mayor@cou rtenay.ca;
info@cumberland.ca; inquiries@ rdn.bc.ca; mayor.council@ nanaimo.ca;
nfo@ ladysmith.ca; i nfo@ northcowichan.ca; reception@cvrd.bc.ca;
administration@srd.ca; mayor@victoria.ca; mayor.adams@campbellriver.ca;
citypa@portalberni.ca; qbtown@qualicumbeach.com; kkehler@parksville.ca;
mayor&.council@ nanaimo.ca; admin
Support for Island Railway to Boost Economy and our Future

?

ì

Attention: Mr. Krog and others who are willing to give serious and thoughtful consideration to Mr.
Krog's proposal to regenerate the Vancouver Island economy with the rebuilding of the E & N Rail Line
on Vancouver Island.

Mr. Krog, I was very pleased to read your comments in the Times Colonist of May 3,2020, stating the obvious
about the E & N Corridor. Your statement is right on. "It is an absolutely horrendous undertaking to create a
rail system through a populated area. VI/e have ít in place - it is ineplaceable."
And the statement from Ladysmith Mayor Stone, "The bíggest challenge is to ensure that we never lose that

coff¡dortl

Your ideas regarding the resurrection of rail service as a boost to the Island economy, especially in the months
and years after this pandemic, as was noted in the article and also supported by Ladysmith, Cowichan Valley
Regional District, Port Alberni and Comox Valley representatives is visionary. And I would add, very likely
an idea supported by other Island communities and residents, too. You have suggested a possible way to assist
the many who have been and possibly will be, impacted by the COVID-I9 shut down to the economy.

'

Too many of our political leaders say rail service is not economically viable, not a money maker. How many
highways, ferries, bridges or other infrastructure investments are money makers? A short sighted and
disappointing comment, in my mind, by too many of our local politicians.
You, however, have a forward thinking idea. Knowing the next years will be difficult for many, this project
has the potential to create employment and to support businesses up and down the Island. And when
completed we would have rail service (passenger/freight) from Victoria to Courtenay and points
between. Workers, their families and communities up and down the Island would have been supported during a
very difficult time and could be proud of their achievement.
Your idea reflects real assistance during a difficult time. Not just a hand out of money to some group, business
or person etc. to supposedly help them survive this COVI-l9 situation. Money which, in the end, needs to be
paid back I should say. Your solution gives an opportunity for Islanders to work, to earn money and to support
their families and to boost their self esteem.

I would like to include a quote from the book, Along the E
Vøncouver Islsnd by Glen A. Mofford.
1

&.

N, A Journey Back to the Historíc Hotels of

"Just as the trønscontínentøl railwøy línked Canødafrom east to west, the E & N Railwøy linked Vancouver
Island south to north, pløyíng ø sìgníftcant role in openíng up pørts of the Islønd that had prevíously been
ínaccessíble ......

...the raílroadJìlled the gap, breøkíng the ísolation of møny communitíes and allowing them to grow and
prosper, And as the communítíes expanded, exístíng busínesses beneJited, snd new busínesses emerged,
íncludíng a variety of hotels,from luxurìous resorts to the most modest ínns."

Mr. Krog you have my full support. I would hope those who have denied rail service to be re-established on
Vancouver Island these past eleven years, would look at your proposal in a different light and they too would
support your suggestion to give concrete aid to Island residents, families and communities. Not just a

temporary band-aide.

Let's have a made on Vancouver Island solution to the ramifications of COVID-l9!
Good luck with yuur eldcavout'. I hope you ale successful.

MarilynnNewsted
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Sandi Nelson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandi Nelson
Tuesday, May 19, 2020 9:45 AM
Support for Island Railway

To Marilynn Newsted,

This response is to confirm that your email of May 4,2020, regarding the above subject matter, has been
received.
Please be assured that your correspondence will be fonruarded to Mayor and Council.
Thank you for taking the time to write to the Town.
Sandi Nelson, Corporate Officer

IOWN

OF SIDNEY, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney,
SET,TI NES - WSÁNEÓ Territory

BC V8L

1Y7

250-656-1139 snelson@sidnel¿.ca www.sidnev.ca
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Paula Kully
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

May-04-20 11-:34 AM
admin
Property taxes in Sidney

I

Attent¡on City Council,
It makes no sense to me to freeze property taxes in Sidney which are already too low to start with. The vast majority of
property owners are seniors with regular incomes and they are not affected financially by Covidlg as are younger
unemployed residents. There is already a property tax deferral option for property owners who may be having financial
issues. Town expenses are ongoing and costs are going up. lf cutting back means layoffs, less police force, no money
for upkeep, road maintenance, new infrastructure etc. then by all means raise property taxes as was planned. There is
no point in cash starving Sidney when it is not necessary.
Anne Dalton

No

Dev

RCMP
Comments:
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Sandi Nelson
From:

Andrew Hicik

Sent:
To:

Thursday, May 07,2020 1L:58 AM

Cc:

admin
Property Taxes in Sidney

Subject:

Ms. Dalton,
Thank you for your message to Council about the reduction in property taxes. lt is gratifying to know that some people
appreciate the value they receive through their taxes.
Council approved the rollback of the modest tax increase for all properties in Sidney, as well as an additio nal tO%
reduction for commercial properties. ln doing so, they asked staffto confirm that this one-time reduction would not
have a significant impact on services.

Elimination of the L.79% tax increase reduced our revenues for the year by 521-5,000. The additional reduction for
commercial properties reduced it by an additional 5335,000. The total tax revenue reduction of $550,000 was funded
from an allocation of surplus funds from prior years, not through a reduction of any projects or services. We are
fortunate enough that we had some additional surplus from last year that we were able to use to offset this revenue
reduction. This is mostly due to our long-standing policy of maintaining a certain level of surplus, as a "rainy-day fund",
for circumstances such as this one.
However, ongoing tax reductions will not likely be possible without impacting service levels.

the time we begin our
nextbudgetprocess,weshouldhaveabetterideaofthefinancialimpactsofthepandemiconouroperations.
Wehope
to return to regular financial operations by next year.
By

Andrew Hicik, I)irector of Corporate Services
Town of Sidney 12440 Sidney Ave. Sidney, BC V8L 1Y7
SET,TINES - WSÁufÓ Territory
25O-655-54tO I www.sidnev.ca
This e-mail and attachments (if any) are only for the intended recipient(s) and may be confidential, privileged
andlor subject to the British Columbia Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. Any
unauthorized use, copying, disclosure or dissemination of this email and attachments is strictly prohibited. If
you have received this email in error, please immediately delete this email and all attachments and contact the
sender. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Paula Kully
From:
To:
Subject:

Mayor
Talbot Consultants
RE: SOS - Operation Recovery - Three new items

q

¡

From: Talbot Consultants <talbot@talbotconsultants.com>
sent: May-06-20 12:33 PM
To: supportingoursid ney@gmail.com
Cc: Mayor <Mayor@sidney.ca>; Sara Duncan <sduncan@sidney.ca>; Barbara Fallot <bfallot@sidney.ca>; Scott Garnett
<sgarnett@sidney.ca>; Terri O'Keeffe <tokeeffe@sidney.ca>; Chad Rintoul <crintoul@sidney.ca>; Peter Wainwright
<pwainwright@sidney.ca>; Brad Bowes <brad.bowes@bne.com.au>; morgan@sidneybia.ca
Subject: SOS - Operation Recovery - Three new items

AII SOS

3 new items today:
1: Attached our members' suggestions for reopening stores to Council and the SBIA

2: Store reopening guidelines from the Retail Council of Canada:

https://www. retailcouncil. orq/coronavirus-info-for-retailers/covid-1 9-retail-recovery-checklists/

3. Responses to my request for more relevant C19 information from the Town (below)
Richard
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OPERATION RECOVERY

SUGGESTIONS FROM SOS MEMBERS
íthMay 2020

chip readers they can transmit the virus
supply of sanitizing wipes would be great too!). Once we get to that stage we
number of people in the store and ask that they not touch everything.

will limit the

5

Sandi Nelson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:

Finance Committee

<

FinanceCommittee@leg.bc.ca

>

Wednesday, May 06, 2020 t2:12 PM
admin
Budget 2021- Consultation

¡

Good morning,
am reaching out to you on behalf of the Select Standing Committee on Finance and Government Services, a
parliamentary committee of the Legislative Assembly of BC, to request your assistance with promoting the provincial
Budget 2021 consultation, taking place in June.
I

Like many British Columbians, the Committee has had to make adjustments to the way it works due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The importance of connecting with British Columbians to hear their views, challenges and ideas remains the
same and is all the more critical in this time. Recognizing your role in the community, we appreciate any assistance you
are able to provide in sharing information about this consultation with British Columbians. Your organization is also
invited to participate and share ideas.
Copies of promotion materials, in multiple languages, are available on our website at https://bclee.calFGSbudeet. lf you
are able to share or post digital copies of these materials via any online community bulletin boards, calendars,
newsletters, or social media platforms to encourage your community to participate, we would greatly appreciate it. We
would be pleased to send you these materials in a different size or format (JPEG, PNG) if you prefer.

There are three key ways to participate in the consultation: speaking with the Committee at a public hearing, submitting
written comments or completing a survey.
ln light of the COVID-19 pandemic, all public hearings will be held via video/teleconference. Registration for public
hearings is available online at https://bcleg.calFGSbudeet or by phone at t-877-428-8337 (toll-free in BC). The deadline
to register for public hearings is May 21 at 5:00pm. Opportunities to send in written comments or complete an online
survey will be available June 1.. The deadline for all public input is Friday, June 26 at 5:00 p.m.
The Committee will then review all input to make recommendations to the Legislative Assembly on what should be in
the next provincial budget. The Committee intends to release its report to the Legislative Assembly in August 2020.

Anyone who requires assistance or would like additional participation options may contact the Parliamentary
Committees Office by calling L-877-428-8337 (toll-free in BC).
Further information on the consultation and the work of the Committee is available on our
www. les. bc .ca / cmT/ finance. lf you have any questions about the Commíttee, the consultation,
have sent you, please contact us at 250-356-2933 (or toll-free in BC 1-877-428-8337)

tion we

lVlayor

Councill
a

Thank you for your assistance in promoting the Committee's consultation.

Fínance

Susan Sourial,

Clerk Assistant, Committees and lnterparliamentary Relations
Parliamenta ry Committees Office
Legislative Assembly of British Columbia
Room 224 Parliament Buildings Victoria BC V8V LX4
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A RESPONSIBLE LIQUOR INDUSTRY

May 7,2O2O

VIA EMAIL
Your Worship and Council:
On behalf of the British Columbía's 14,500 hospitality businesses-including restaurants, bars,
craft breweries, and winery tasting rooms-we are writing to request your urgent support to
aid the survival of local hospitality businesses and thousands of livelihoods during this
pandemic crisis. Specifically, we are requesting yo ur assistance for flexible. inn ovative, and

expedited patio permitting.

British Columbia's hospitality industry is facing collapse. While the global COVID-19 pandemic
has reverberated throughout our economy, our industry's local small hospítality businesses
were hit first, hit hardest, and will be among the last to recover. The majority of BC's
restaurants, bars, and tasting lounges have closed, laid off staff, and are facing bankruptcy and
financial collapse. Even those businesses remaining opening during this pandemic to offer
limited takeout and delivery services and are experiencing dramatically reduced revenues and
are struggling to survive.
The collective economic disruption in our sector has been staggering:

o
o
¡
¡
o
¡
o
o
o

Job losses within the restaurant sector alone are estimated at 12L,500.

At least 1 in 10 restaurants have already closed forever with associated permanent job
losses.

Over 50 per cent of smaller independent restaurants say they will be bankrupt within
three months from the start of this crisís (i.e. by June of th¡s year).
80 per cent of BC's hospitality businesses have been forced to temporarily lay off the
vast majority of BC's Lgz,OOO foodservice employees.
80 per cent of Liquor Primaries (i.e. pubs, bars, nightclubs) are closed.
Liquor Primaries who remain open for take-out/deliver services have experienced 90-95
per cent decline in revenues.
Over 70 per cent of BC's hotels are closed.
BC's tourism sector has laid off 70 per cent of all employees totaling over 130,000
workers.
All 197 craft brewery tasting rooms in BC are closed, reducing average brewery
revenues by over 80 per cent.
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All 366 licensed BC winery tasting rooms in BC are closed, reducing average revenues by
over 50 per cent.
83 new breweries opened in BC since 2OIT,including 28 in the last 1-2 months. These
new or recently opened businesses face the biggest threat of permanent closure for our
industry.
Over 250.000 hosoitalitv and tourism
kers have alreadv been laid off in BC since the
start of this COVID crisis.

While we are working with our provincial and federal governments partners on protocols for a
gradual and phased reopening of our sector, BC's local communities have a key role to play in
supporting economic recovery. We ask you to support our industry with fast, flexible, and
nimble permitting and business services to help our industry get back up and running.
The first opportunity to offer concrete support is with regards to patios, as they offer a
hospitality experience within the relative public trust of outdoor space. We ask that your
municipality work creatively and collaboratively with operators to help expand current patio
areas, add new patios quickly, and permit dining, liquor service and manufacturer's sampling in
controllable public spaces.
Specifically, we request your support to

L. lncrease
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

flexibility for patio types and sizes (Íncluding consideration for pre-detailed
designs and formats), expedited permitting including applications and renewals, as well
as the number of patios allowed;
lncrease the space use of existing patios or picnic areas to allow chairs to be spread out
to meet distancing requirements (i.e. many patios have more space than the current
floor plans allow them to use);
Allow pop-up outdoor dining and manufacture sampling spaces;
Allow and increase the use of parklets and public space for dining;
Allow any increase in patio, picnic area or outdoor space be considered a continuation
of an establishment's exísting approved alcohol service area or manufacture's sampling
area to provide samples and not require additional endorsements or authorizations.
Coordinate with any relevant bodies-such as the Liquor and Cannabis Regulation
Branch, Fire Department, etc.-to reduce red tape and speed approval timelines
wherever possible.

As a sample, we have attached a recent motion from Vancouver Councillor Sarah Kirby-Yung
BC's hospitality businesses.

that is resoundingly supported by
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-3It is our sincere hope that we can work wlth your council to find significant and meaningful
measures to ensure our critical industry survives. We recognize that some of these measures
may only be made possible for a limited time to help respond to the COVID-19 crisis. Short term
assistance is as important as long term as our industry has never before faced a crisis of this
magnitude. The very survival our industry's small businesses and the jobs they create now
depend on urgent leadership and bold action from our government partners in communities
such as the City of Cranbrook.
Thank you in advance for your support. We would also like to offer our sincere thanks and
appreciation to Council and staff for your diligent work to keep British Columbians healthy and
safe during this provincial state of emergency and global crisis.

We remain at your disposal to offer advice and perspective on these issues. Please do not
hesitate to contact us at any time.
Sincerely,

lan Tostenson, President & CEO
BC

i.

Restaurant and Foodservices Association
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Jeff Guignard,
utive Director
Alliance of Beverage Licensees
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Ken Beattie, Executive Director
BC

Craft Brewers Guild
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Miles Prodan, President & CEO
BC Wine lnstitute
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Comments:

Carole James, Minister of Finance
Harry Bains, Minister of Labour
Adrian Dix, Minister of Health
Lisa Beare, Minister of Tourism, Arts and Culture
David Eby, Attorney General
Trevor Hughes, Deputy Minister of Labour
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Restaurant and Foodservices Association 600-890 West Pender Street, Vancouver, BC, V6C 1J9

COUNCIL MEMBER'S MOTION

Flexible, Innovative & Expedited Patio Permitting
Submitted by: Councillor Kirby-Yung
WHEREAS

1.

The COVID-19 pandemic has inflicted significant negative economic impacts with many
Vancouver businesses including restaurants, tourism businesses, hotels, and personal-care
services such as hair stylists, nail salons and dentists, forced to close or severely limit
operations due to health and physical distancing restrictions;
2. Restaurants have been one of the most immediate and hardest hit sectors, and small
business operators are struggling to survive with many limited to takeout offerings and
attempting to make it through the pandemic;
3. Small businesses like restaurants are vital to the fabric and character of Vancouver
neighbourhoods and support complete communities;
Small businesses like restaurants are key contributors to Vancouver's economic health
generating jobs and tax revenue;
5. The City has a key role to play in supporting economic recovery. Speed flexibility and
nimbleness in permitting and business support services will be instrumental to helping
businesses get back up and running and survive;
6. Patio season is a critical revenue generator for restaurants and upon us now. Expedited
patio permitting must be turnkey when restaurants are able to reopen to table type service;
7. An outcome of Covid will likely be the need for some continued physical distancing
processes in businesses. Customers will also be cautious about being in close quarters to
others.
Patios provide the health benefit of fresh air and sunlight.
9. There is opportunity to be innovative and redefine patios such as pop-up standing patios for
quick service type offerings, expanded size to enable physical distancing and more open-air
dining, as well as utilization of street or laneway space for extensions where it doesn't
impede transit, emergency or service vehicles or traffic.
10. Currently, patio permitting can require a combination of licensing, development permits and
permits to enable operations.

4.

L

THEREFORE

A.

BE lT RESOLVED THAT Council direct staff to prepare options and report back as soon as
possible to support more flexible patio types and sizes (including consideration for predetailed designs and formats), expedited permitting including applications and renewals, as
well as the number of patios allowed, in order to support the economic recovery of
Vancouver's restaurant sector;

B.

THAT such options be considered for the duration of the COVID-19 response and recovery,
recognizing that innovation will provide for valuable learning towards operations and
adaptation in a new, post-Govid world.

C. THAT this motion

be shared with the Council Pandemic Response and Recovery Working
Group for the purpose of enabling them to seek or share further information from the
restaurant sector as may be beneficial to and aid this work.
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Hon. David Eby
Room 232 Parliament Buildings
501 Belleville St.
Victoria, BC V8V 1X4

Parks
Fire
RCMP

Comments:
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Dear Minister Eby
RE: Supporting Businesses by Making Liquor

À

",{\'' 4.-"-rQ

neina More Flerihl

¡S\

As Mayor of the City of North Vancouver I want to start by thanking you for the work you have
done to serve British Columbians.
appreciate how quickly your government has responded to the needs of people and
businesses. This pandemic has highlighted, among other things, the agility and speed of our
public service when they are needed urgently.
I

It is with that same urgency I ask you to consider examining how we can increase flexibility in
outdoor seating and liquor licensing in support of our businesses.
I have been hosting business round tables to learn about the unique needs of our business
sectors. From these conversations I have learned of a few actions that could be taken
immediately to ensure restaurants, pubs, and breweries can be resilient businesses as we
begin to re-open gradually.

As you are aware, the current liquor licensing regulations for pubs, breweries and restaurants
requires only permanent changes when adding potential capacity such as increased outdoor
patio space.
Our City is in the process of revising our outdoor dining process to allow these businesses to
expand their patio areas on a temporary basis as we begin BC's restart plan. This will assist
these businesses to be able to serve customers on their premises while meeting safe
distancing req uirements.
My understanding is that the current provincial licensing requirements will not permit
temporary changes, therefore I am concerned this will negatively impact these businesses
and discourage many from being able to open up to serve the public on their premises.

Changing this model to allow greater flexibility could be the difference in countless businesses
being able to keep their doors open and expanding their service from their current significantly
reduced levels.

We have seen new challenges like never before, and your government has acted swiftly to
deliver results. I urge you to consider what I have detailed to you in this letter. We now know

'141

West 14th Street, North Vancouver, BC WM 1H9

|

Tel: 604-998-3280

|

Fax 604-990-4211 | www.cnv.org

I

DOC#1908249

I

changes can happen quickly when they are needed, and these changes are needed
.immediately to support our food and liquor industry.
Do not hesitate to contact me if you require additional information. I thank you in advance for
your consideration.
Yours Truly,

V"t¡*-

U

LindaBuchanan,,' .,..,,,

Mayor of the City of North Vancouver

c.c.

All B.C. municipal governments
Bowinn Ma, MLA for North Vancouver-Lonsdale
BC Restaurant & Food Services Association
Alliance of Beverage Licensees
BC Craft Brewer's Guild
North Vancouver Chamber of Commerce
Lower Lonsda le Business m provement Association
I
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2020-May-13

Via email

:

AG.Minister@gov.bc.ca

Honourable David Eby, Q.C.
Atlorney General
Parliament Buildings (Room 232)
Víctoria, BC V8V 1X4
Dear Minister Eby,

Re: SuppoÊing Businesses by Making Liquor Licensing More Flexible
At the Special Council meeting of 2020-May-11, the City of Nanaimo Mayor and Council, by way
of motion, unanimously supported the City of North Vancouver - Mayor Linda Buchanan's letter
of May 8, 2A20 regarding the request for flexibility with the liquor licensing regulations for
businesses who are looking to expand their outdoor seating area as BC begins its COVD-19 Phase
2 restaft plan with enhanced protocols.
Council's motion reads as follows:

"It was moved and seconded that Council direct Mayor Krog to write a letter in support of
the City of North Vancouver's request to Honourable David Eby, Q.C. supporting businesses by
making liquor licensing more flexible."

The City of Nanaimo firmly believes if the province can provide pliancy, in these unprecedented
times, to amend the current liquor licensing regulations community businesses will have a better
chance of success.
Sincerely,

Krog

MAYOR

cc:

Mayor Linda
n, City of North Vancouver, mayor@cnv.oro
All BC municipal governments
MLA Sheila Malcolmson, sheila.malcolmson.mla@leo.bc.ca
MLA Doug Routley, douglas.routley.mla@leo.bc.ca

Michelle Stilwell, michelle.stilwell.mla@leq.bc.ca
Nanaimo Chamber of Commerce, ceo@nanaimochamber.bc.a

CITY HALL, 455 \øALI..A,CE STREET, NANA,IMO, BRITISH COLUMBI-A, CANADAVgR 5J6
TELEPHONE (250) 755-4400
\øEBSITE: \Ø\ùIWNANAIMO.CA
FAX (250) 754-5263
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Paula Kully
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pham, Nancy < Nancy.Pham@cbsa-asfc.gc.ca >
May-t2-201-1-:53 AM
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Canada Bordêr
$ervices Ageney

Dev Services
Enqineerinq
Parks
Public Works
Fire Dept
RCMP
Comments:

Agence des services
lronta¡iêrs du Ëanada

May 12,2020

- ,¡o\ti*J.t

Mayor Cliff McNeil-Smith
Sidney Municipal Hall
Sidney, B.C.

t4):

Dear Mayor McNeil-Smith,

This letter is to advise you that the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) is temporarily
suspending service at certain small vessel reporting sites, small airports of entry, ferry terminals and
to the Remote Area Border Crossing program, effective as of May 12,2020, at 23:59 EDT.
This decision includes the temporary suspension of services at Sidney RVYC Outstation and
Washington State Ferry Terminal.

Please refer to the news release for the full list of ports of entry that remain open
The temporary suspension and redirection of low-volume air and marine traffic aligns with federal,
provincial, and municipal measures to restrict non-essential travel. This measure increases the
CBSA's and the Public Health Agency of Canada's ability to conduct enhanced screening and
assessments of select air and marine travellers.

These measures are necessary to limit the spread of COVID-19 in British Columbia
The CBSA ís committed to ensuring that lndigenous people continue to be able to move within and
between their communities on both sides of the border, and are able to provide and access essential
goods and services.
This temporury suspension of service will be reviewed on an ongoing basis as the public health
situation evolves.

Yours sincerely,
Darlene Klips,
Director, West Coast & Yukon District, Pacific Region
Canada Border Services Agency / Government of Canada
1

ç

Directeur, District de la Côte Ouest et du Yukon, Région du Pacifique
Agence des services frontaliers du Canada / Gouvernement du Canada

fünadä
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COVID-19 : Temporary suspension of service at select Canadian border services locations - Canada.ca
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Government
of Canada

Gouvernement
du Canada

Canada.ca

COVID-79: Temporary suspens¡on of

'

servrce at select Canadian border services

focations (COVI D-I9: Temporary
suspension of service at select Canadian
border services locations
From: Canada Border Services Agenc)1

News release
Further to the reduction of service at some Canadian land border ports of

entry on April 15, the Canada Border Services Agency (CgSn) today announced
the temporary suspension of service at certain small vessel reporting sites,
small airports of entry, ferry terminals and to the Remote Area Border
Crossing (RABC) program. These COVID-19 related measures are temporary,

and in effect as of May 12,2020, at 11:59 pm EDT. Theywill remain in effect
until further notice.
The CBSA will proceed with the temporary suspension of service at a total of

342small vessel reporting sites and 126 small airports. Air and marine traffic

will be redirected as appropriate.
The small vessel reporting locations are primarily marinas and telephone

reporting sites that support recreational boating. With the h¡gh-traffic boating
season fast approaching, the CBSA typically observes an increase in the
volume of travellers coming to Canada at these sites for recreational purposes,
which are currently prohibited.

COVID-19 : Temporary suspens¡on of serv¡ce at select Canadian border services locations - Canada.ca

12t05t2020

In support of the Government of Canada's objective to have all inbound
travellers assessed for symptoms of COVID-19, the Agency ¡s red¡recting air
and marine traffic to ports of entrywhere the CBSA maintains or can deploy
officer presence.
Additionally, a number of ferry operators have decided to suspend services
between Canada and the United States. This decision was made independently
by each ferry operator.

The Remote Area Border Crossing Program (RABC), which is only available in
parts of northwestern Ontario and southeastern Manitoba, has been
temporarily suspended. Permit holders cannot use their RABC permit to enter
Canada until current Canadian travel restrictions are lifted.
The Government of Canada continues to introduce border measures to limit

the spread of coronavirus disease (COVIO-19) in Canada. All discretionary or
optional travel into Canada continues to be prohibited.
The CBSA remains committed to ensuring that Indigenous people continue to
be able to move within and between their communities, and are able to

provide and access essential goods and services.

QuÍck facts
o

.

This temporary suspension of service will be reviewed on an ongoing
basis as the public health situation evolves.

Travellers are required to wear a non-medical mask or face covering
upon entry to Canada and while in transit to isolation or quarantine,
unless the mask or face covering needs to be removed for security or

safety reasons.

12t05t2020

.
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COVID-19 : Temporary suspension of service at select Canadian border services locations - Canada.ca

Travellers who are granted entry into Canada will be informed of the
Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC)'s mandatory 1A-day isolation

requirement. This is mandatory for all coming into Canada even if they

do not have any symptoms, as they are at risk of developing symptoms
and infecting others. If they do have symptoms, they will be referred to

.

a health professional.
Travellers will also be required to provide their contact information and
place of isolation to help PHAC monitor and enforce compliance with

the 1 4-day isolation requirement.

Related products
a

Fact sheet: Ports of entry remaining opsn-fu.11ng temporaty

servrce suspensron

Associated links
a

.
a

.

Directorv of CBSA offices and services
Remote Area Border Crossing Program
-Border Information Service

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19)

Contacts
Media Relations
Canada Border Services Agency

COVID-19 : Temporary suspens¡on of service at select Canad¡an border services locations - Canada.ce

12t05t2020

q u est¡ o n s@c bsa -a sfc. g c. ca

1-877 -7 61-5945

Follow us on Twitter (.@Cangordel), join us on Facebook or v¡s¡t

our YouTube channel.
Search for related information by keyword: Border crossing I International

transpgrt I Canada Border Services Aqgl-çy I Atlantic I British Columbia
Quebec I Territories I Prairies I ontario I Pandemics I Commercial and
trade safety I Screening-goods at the border I Screening-pgple at the
border I travellers I non-Canadians I visitors to Canada I business I news
I
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Hon. Bill Blair

Date modified:
2020-05-12
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Paula Kully
Frorn:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

David Calveley
May-L4-201-0:33 AM
admin
Cliff McNeil-Smith; Peter Wainwright; Barbara Fallot; Sara Duncan;
Scott Garnett; Chad Rintoul;Terri O'Keeffe
EOC

and policy

Dear Mayor and Council
I have just read the agenda package for the special Council meeting to be held at 3 PM today and appreciate the
input from Councillors.

At some point in the future there must inevitably be an analysis of how Sidney and it's EOC responded to this
emergency. In every situation like this one can always look back with perfect hindsight and second-guess what

was done or not done but now is not the time to go through "lessons learned" and improvements made. We can,
however, take a breath after the initial response phase to think about the recovery. I really
appreciate Council members, our elected representatives, taking the time to go through this process.

I have always liked analogies and thought about the emergency I'm sure many of us had in mind when the

emergency response program was put in place; a major earthquake. We would certainly want fast and
coordinated response, the EOC to take charge and protect life and property, coordinate with federal and
provincial authorities etc.. But what next? At what point do we want our accountable elected officials to be back
in charge, albeit guided by experts? My thought would be "as soon as possible".

Another, perhaps better, analogy would be that of a major accident victim suffering serious, even lifethreatening, injuries. We would want the response of paramedics and ambulance responders to be as fast as
possible in order to get the victim to hospital. We would then want immediate triage to keep the victim alive
and to stabilize condition. At this point we would want to think about recovery. Surgery could be required for
internal injuries, broken bones or even plastic surgery. Definitely communication with the patient would not
only be desirable at this time but mandatory. Informed consent for procedures that could well impact the rest of
the patient's life, for better or worse, would be expected in our society. In the event that the patient was not able
to communicate then consent from next of kin would be required. Such is the case with our current emergency.
Our responders in the EOC have done an excellent job of stabilizingthe patient and deserve recognition but
now the patient, through elected representatives in the short term and directly in the long term, should be closely
involved in determining the next courses of action.
File No

Let's take the opportunity to Recover to Better

V/ith respect
CAO

David Calveley
IT
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Sandi Nelson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sandi Nelson
Tuesday, May L9, 2020 3:L0 PM
EOC and Policy

To David Calveley,

This response is to confirm that your ema¡l of May 14,2020, regarding the above subject matter, has been

received.
Please be assured that your correspondence will be forwarded to Mayor and Council.
Thank you for taking the time to write to the Town.
Sandi Nelson, Corporate Officer
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